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THE TILTING THEORY OF CONTRACTION ALGEBRAS
JENNY AUGUST
Abstract. To every minimal model of a complete local isolated cDV singularity
Donovan–Wemyss associate a finite dimensional symmetric algebra known as the con-
traction algebra. We construct the first known standard derived equivalences between
these algebras and then use the structure of an associated hyperplane arrangement to
control the compositions, obtaining a faithful group action on the bounded derived
category. Further, we determine precisely those standard equivalences which are in-
duced by two-term tilting complexes and show that any standard equivalence between
contraction algebras (up to algebra automorphism) can be viewed as the composition
of our constructed functors. Thus, for a contraction algebra, we obtain a complete pic-
ture of its derived equivalence class and, in particular, of its derived autoequivalence
group.
1. Introduction
Contraction algebras were introduced by Donovan–Wemyss as an invariant of certain
birational maps [DW, DW3]. For a special class of these maps, known as 3-fold flopping
contractions, these algebras are always finite dimensional, symmetric and are known to
control certain aspects of the associated geometry [DW, HT, W]. This paper provides
further evidence that, in these special cases, the derived category of a contraction algebra
actually controls all of the geometry; in particular, we prove that the group structure
of certain derived symmetries arising via flops in the geometry descends to the derived
category of the associated contraction algebra.
Algebraically, this involves first constructing standard derived equivalences, those of
the form RHom(T,−) for some bimodule complex T , between the contraction algebras,
and then secondly, understanding how to compose them. Both of these are generally
difficult problems but using the associated geometry, we obtain something that is very
rare in the literature: a class of finite dimensional algebras where we fully understand
all the standard derived equivalences between them and in particular, understand the
structure of their derived autoequivalence groups.
1.1. Background and Motivation. Given a complete local isolated cDV singularity
X = SpecR (see §2.1 for a definition), the Minimal Model Program outputs certain
contractions f : Y → X , known as minimal models. Although minimal models of X are
not unique, any two minimal models are connected by a sequence of codimension two
modifications called simple flops (see e.g. [K]) and further, if f : Y → X and g : Z → X
are two minimal models of X related by a simple flop, then there are associated derived
equivalences
Db(cohZ)→ Db(cohY ) and Db(cohY )→ Db(cohZ),
known as Bridgeland–Chen flop functors [B, C]. As these are not inverse to each other,
a nontrivial autoequivalence of Db(cohY ) can be obtained by considering their compo-
sition. More generally, we think of any autoequivalence of Db(cohY ) which is obtained
as the composition of flop functors as a derived symmetry arising from birational geometry.
The Homological Minimal Model Program studies this geometry using techniques from
noncommutative algebra [W]. The key observation is that Y (as above) is derived equiv-
alent to an algebra of the form EndR(M) which is known as the maximal modification
algebra (MMA) of Y . Sending Y to M induces a bijection between minimal models of X
and basic maximal rigid objects in CMR, the singularity category of R [W, 4.10]. Further-
more, mutation of maximal rigid objects induces derived equivalences of the MMAs which
are functorially isomorphic to the flop functors. Thus, questions about minimal models
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can be translated into algebraic problems involving only the MMAs. In this way, MMAs
are known to control all the geometry but it is conjectured by Donovan–Wemyss [Au, 1.3]
that the same is true when we pass to the stable endomorphism algebra EndR(M), known
as the contraction algebra. This motivates close inspection of the derived autoequivalence
groups of contraction algebras to identify whether they retain any information about the
flop functors and the symmetries arising from them. In fact, much more is true.
1.2. New Results. As contraction algebras are symmetric, it is well known that they
have no tilting modules and hence derived equivalences must be induced by tilting com-
plexes of higher length. However, producing two-sided tilting complexes, which are needed
to obtain standard equivalences, is often very difficult. The first result of this paper uses
the link with MMAs to construct such a complex.
Theorem 1.1 (Theorems 3.2, 3.3). Suppose that SpecR is a complete local isolated cDV
singularity and M,N ∈ CMR are basic rigid objects with R as a summand. Writing Λ
and Γ for the MMAs and Λcon and Γcon for the contraction algebras, define
T := τ≥−1(Γcon ⊗
L
Γ HomR(M,N)⊗
L
Λ Λcon) (1.A)
which is a Γcon-Λcon bimodule complex. If M and N are related by a simple mutation
at an indecomposable summand Mi ∈ add(M) then T induces a standard equivalence
F
i
:= RHomΛcon(T,−) such that the following diagram commutes.
Db(Λcon) D
b(Λ)
Db(Γcon) D
b(Γ)
−⊗ΛconΛcon
−⊗ΓconΓcon
F
i
:=RHomΛcon (T,−) Gi :=RHomΛ(HomΛ(M,N),−)
As the functor Gi is precisely the mutation functor between MMAs (and hence is
functorially isomorphic to the flop functor), we think of Fi as also induced by the flop.
Moreover, the commutative diagram is key to the rest of the paper as it makes it possible
to understand the composition of the Fi. Composing directly would involve taking the
derived tensor products of complexes of bimodules, which is difficult to compute, but with
the commutative diagram we can use known results about the Gi from [HW] to bypass
these difficulties.
Associated to each minimal model of SpecR (and a hence to each maximal rigid object
in CMR) there is a real hyperplane arrangement, and this provides the key topological
data needed to control compositions. Although this data comes from the geometry (or
equivalently from the MMAs), we show in Theorem 7.1 that it can be recovered completely
from the two-term tilting theory of the corresponding contraction algebra. The hyperplane
arrangement produces a directed graph where the vertices can be viewed as maximal rigid
objects and an arrow M → N corresponds to the derived equivalence Fi between the
corresponding contraction algebras as in Theorem 1.1 (see §4 for details). Viewing paths
in this combinatorial structure as the composition of arrows and hence of these functors,
we obtain the following result about paths of shortest length.
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 4.12). Suppose SpecR is a complete local isolated cDV singuarity
and M ∈ CMR is a basic maximal rigid object with associated hyperplane arrangement H.
If N ∈ CMR is any other maximal rigid object then the composition along any positive
minimal path from M to N is functorially isomorphic to the same functor; in particular,
the functor is independent of the minimal path chosen. Moreover, the bimodule complex
giving the direct functor is precisely (1.A).
An immediate consequence of this is that the functors Fi satisfy higher length braid
relations (see Corollary 4.14). Moreover, this theorem provides the first standard derived
equivalence between any two contraction algebras. We next show that these direct functors
(up to algebra automorphism) are precisely those induced by two-term tilting complexes.
Theorem 1.3 (Corollary 5.11). Suppose SpecR is a complete local isolated cDV singu-
larity and M ∈ CMR is a basic maximal rigid object. Set Λcon := EndR(M). Then
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positive minimal paths starting at M determine precisely (up to algbera automorphism)
the standard equivalences from Db(Λcon) induced by two-term tilting complexes of Λcon.
In the process of proving Theorem 1.3, we produce a two-sided improvement of the
bijection [AIR, 4.7] between maximal rigid objects in CMR and two-term tilting complexes
of a contraction algebra (see Corollary 5.13).
A further consequence of Theorem 1.2 is that there is a well-defined functor between
two groupoids: one associated to the hyperplane arrangement and the other consisting of
standard derived equivalences between contraction algebras (see §4 for details). In §6, we
show this functor is faithful and hence obtain the following, purely algebraic, corollary.
Theorem 1.4 (Corollary 6.12). Suppose R is a complete local isolated cDV singularity
and M :=
⊕n
i=1Mi ∈ CMR is a basic maximal rigid object with associated real hy-
perplane arrangement H. Writing Λcon := EndR(M), then there is an injective group
homomorphism
π1(C
n\HC)→ Auteq(D
b(Λcon))
where HC is the complexification of H.
This shows that the group structure on the subgroup of derived autoequivalences of a
contraction algebra obtained by composing the Fi is precisely the same as that of the flop
functors (as seen in [HW, 6.7]). We then show in Theorem 7.1 thatH, and hence the group
of flop functors π1(C
n\HC), can be constructed from a given contraction algebra without
any knowledge of the geometry. This gives further evidence towards the conjecture [Au,
1.3] of Donovan–Wemyss.
Finally, by combining with the author’s previous work [Au], we establish the following.
Theorem 1.5 (Theorem 7.2). Suppose R is a complete local isolated cDV singularity
and that Λcon := EndR(M) is an associated contraction algebra. Then every standard
derived equivalence from Λcon (up to some algebra automorphism) can be obtained as
some composition of our constructed standard equivalences and their inverses.
Forgetting the geometry, this is used in §7 to show that contraction algebras are
interesting in their own right. The hyperplane arrangement H constructed from two term
tilting theory can be viewed as a complete picture of the derived equivalence class: the
two-term tilting complexes sit in the chambers with their endomorphism rings providing
all basic members of the derived equivalence class. Further, paths, with an equivalence
relation determined by the groupoid associated to H, control all the derived equivalences
between them.
1.3. Conventions. Throughout, k will denote an algebraically closed field of charac-
teristic zero. For a ring A, we write ModA for the category of right A-modules and
modA for the category of finitely generated right A-modules. For M ∈ modA, we let
addM be the full subcategory consisting of summands of finite direct sums of copies of
M and we let projA := addA be the category of finitely generated projective modules.
Further, write Kb(projA) for the homotopy category of bounded complexes of finitely gen-
erated projectives, Db(A) := Db(modA) for the bounded derived category of modA and
D(A) := D(ModA) for the derived category ofModA. Finally, we denote by (−)∗ the map
HomA(−, A) : modA→ modA
op and by D the map Homk(−, k) : modA→ modA
op.
1.4. Acknowledgments. The author is a student at the University of Edinburgh and
the material contained in this paper will form part of her PhD thesis. The author would
like to thank her supervisor Michael Wemyss for his helpful guidance and the Carnegie
Trust for the Universities of Scotland for their financial support.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. General Setting. Throughout this paper, we will restrict our attention to the fol-
lowing singularities.
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Definition 2.1. A three dimensional complete local C-algebra R is a complete local com-
pound Du Val (cDV) singularity if R is isomorphic to
CJu, v, x, yK/(f(u, v, x) + yg(u, v, x, y))
where CJu, v, xK/(f(u, v, x)) is a Du Val surface singularity and g is arbitrary.
Associated to such a singularity is the following category.
Definition 2.2. Let (R,m) be a commutative noetherian local ring and choose M ∈
modR. The depth of M is defined to be
depthR(M) = min{i ≥ 0 | Ext
i
R(R/m,M) 6= 0}.
We say M is maximal Cohen–Macaulay (CM) if depthR(M) = dim(R) and we write
CMR for the full subcategory of modR consisting of maximal Cohen–Macaulay modules.
For each pair M,N of objects in CMR, define HomR(M,N) to be HomR(M,N)
factored out by the set of morphisms which factor through proj(CMR) = add(R). The
stable category of CMR, denoted CMR, is then defined to have the same objects as
CMR, but where
HomCMR(M,N) := HomR(M,N).
In particular, any projective module in CMR is isomorphic to zero in CMR. Given an
object M ∈ CMR, a syzygy of M , denoted ΩM , is obtained by taking the kernel of a
surjective morphism Rn → M . This is only defined up to projective summands, but as
such, it is well defined on CMR and in fact, induces a well defined functor Ω: CMR →
CMR which is an equivalence. The following theorem summarises known results about
CMR and its stable category. For details, and full references, see e.g. [BIKR, §1].
Proposition 2.3. If R is a complete local isolated cDV singularity, CMR is a Frobenius
category with proj(CMR) = add(R). Moreover, the stable category CMR is a Krull-
Schmidt, Hom-finite, 2-Calabi-Yau triangulated category with shift functor Ω−1 satisfying
Ω2 ∼= id.
In particular, it is easy to see there are isomorphisms
Ext1R(M,ΩN)
∼= HomR(M,N)
∼= Ext1R(ΩM,N)
which we will use freely throughout.
Definition 2.4. Let C = CMR or CMR. An object M ∈ C is called:
(1) rigid if Ext1R(M,M) = 0;
(2) maximal rigid if M is rigid and add(M) = {N ∈ C | Ext1R(M ⊕N,M ⊕N) = 0}.
As R is both projective and injective in CMR, it is clear that any maximal rigid object
in CMR must contain R as a summand. Further, M is a basic maximal rigid object in
CMR if and only if R⊕M is a basic maximal rigid object in CMR. We will consider two
algebras associated to each maximal rigid object.
Definition 2.5. Let M ∈ CMR be a basic maximal rigid object.
(1) The maximal modification algebra (MMA) associated to M is EndR(M).
(2) The contraction algebra associated to M is EndR(M).
Although MMAs are known to control all the geometry of SpecR, they are very large
and it’s conjectured that the contraction algebra, which in contrast is finite dimensional
by Proposition 2.3, should also be enough. A further property of contraction algebras is
the following.
Theorem 2.6. [BIKR, 7.1] Let SpecR be a complete local isolated cDV singularity. Then
for any N ∈ CMR, the algebra Λ := EndR(N) is a symmetric algebra i.e. Λ
∼= DΛ as
Λ-Λ bimodules.
The goal of this paper is to fully understand the derived equivalences between the
contraction algebras of SpecR and in particular, their derived autoequivalence groups.
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2.2. Mutation. Rigid objects are mostly studied for their mutation properties which we
describe here, following [IW, §6]. To begin, we require the following. Suppose that D is
an additive category and S is a class of objects in D.
(1) A morphism f : X → Y is called a right S-approximation of Y if X ∈ S and the
induced morphism Hom(Z,X)→ Hom(Z, Y ) is surjective for any Z ∈ S.
(2) A morphism f : X → Y is said to be right minimal if for any g : X → X such
that f ◦ g = f , then g must be an isomorphism.
(3) A morphism f : X → Y is a minimal right S-approximation if f is both right
minimal and a right S-approximation of Y .
There is also the dual notion of a left minimal S-approximation. Now suppose M =
n⊕
i=0
Mi ∈ CMR is a basic rigid object with M0 ∼= R. To mutate at Mi, where i 6= 0, take
a minimal right add((M/Mi)
∗)-approximation
V ∗i
bi−→M∗i ,
and let Ji := Ker bi so that there is an exact sequence
0→ Ji
di−→ V ∗i
bi−→M∗i . (2.A)
Define νiM :=M/Mi⊕J
∗
i which is again a rigid object in CMR [IW, 6.10, 5.12]. Further,
if M is maximal rigid then νiM is also maximal rigid [IW, 6.10, 5.12].
Lemma 2.7. The sequence (2.A) induces an exact sequence
0→Mi
b∗i−→ Vi
d∗i−→ J∗i → 0 (2.B)
such that d∗i is a minimal right add(M/Mi)-approximation of J
∗
i and b
∗
i is a minimal left
add(M/Mi)-approximation of Mi.
Proof. As R ∈ add(M) and M is basic, it must be that R ∈ add((M/Mi)
∗) and hence
applying HomR(R,−) to (2.A) shows that
0→ Ji
di−→ V ∗i
bi−→M∗i → 0 (2.C)
is exact. Further, by [IW, 6.4(2)], di is a minimal left add((M/Mi)
∗)-approximation.
Thus, applying HomR(−, R) to (2.C) gives an exact sequence
0→M∗∗i
b∗i−→ V ∗∗i
d∗i−→ J∗i → 0.
However, Mi and Vi are both rigid and hence are reflexive by [IW, 5.12] (meaning the
natural map Mi → M
∗∗
i is an isomorphism and similarly for Vi). Thus, we get an exact
sequence
0→Mi
b∗i−→ Vi
d∗i−→ J∗i → 0.
To show d∗i is a right add(M/Mi)-approximation it is sufficient to show Ext
1
R(M/Mi,Mi) =
0 which holds by the rigidity of M . Similarly, b∗i is a left add(M/Mi)-approximation if
Ext1R(J
∗
i ,M/Mi) = 0 which holds by the rigidity of νiM . Minimality of both follows from
minimality of bi and di. 
We refer to the sequence (2.B) as the exchange sequence defining νiM .
Remark 2.8. Mutation could also have been defined in CMR using exchange triangles,
as in [AIR, 1.10]. However, it is easy to show that such an exchange triangle is induced
by the exchange sequence above and so gives the same result upon mutation.
For two basic maximal rigid objects M,N ∈ CMR, it is known that M ∼= νiN for
some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} if and only ifM and N differ by exactly one indecomposable summand
[IY, 5.3]. Thus, for these objects we have νiνiM ∼= M and so we can use the following
graph to store all the information about maximal rigid objects and their mutation.
Definition 2.9. The mutation graph of maximal rigid objects in CMR has the basic
maximal rigid objects as vertices and an edge between two vertices M and N if they differ
by exactly one indecomposable summand.
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2.3. Relationship to Minimal Models. For a complete local isolated cDV singularity
SpecR, a minimal model is a certain crepant projective birational morphism f : X →
SpecR where X need not be smooth but instead must be Q-factorial terminal (see eg.
[W, §2]). With this definition, X is considered to be a ‘nicest’ member of the birational
equivalence class of SpecR. The following are well known.
(1) [Re] Any minimal model f : X → SpecR is an isomorphism away from the unique
singular point of SpecR, where the preimage, called the exceptional locus, consists
of a finite chain of curves.
(2) [KM] There are finitely many minimal models of SpecR.
(3) [K] Any two minimal models of SpecR are connected by a sequence of simple
flops ; certain codimension two modifications.
To explain (3) in more detail, choose a curve Ci in the exceptional locus of a minimal
model f : X → SpecR. Then f can be factorised as
X
g
−→ Xcon
h
−→ SpecR
where g(Ci) is a single point and g is an isomorphism elsewhere. For any such factorisation,
there exists a certain birational map g+ : X+ → Xcon, satisfying some technical conditions
detailed in [W, 2.6], which fits into a commutative diagram
Xcon
SpecR
X X+
g+g
h
f f+
φ
where φ is a birational equivalence (see e.g. [Ko, p25] or [Sc, §2]). We call f+ : X+ →
SpecR the simple flop of f at the curve Ci. In this case, there are derived equivalences
Db(cohX)→ Db(cohX+) and Db(cohX+)→ Db(cohX), (2.D)
known as Bridgeland-Chen flop functors [B, C].
Definition 2.10. Given a complete local isolated cDV singularity, define the simple flops
graph to have a vertex for each minimal model and an edge between two vertices if the
corresponding minimal models are connected by a simple flop.
The following is one of the fundamental theorems in the Homological Minimal Model
Program as it provides the link between the study of rigid objects and the geometry.
Theorem 2.11. [W, 4.10] Let SpecR be a complete local isolated cDV singularity. Then
there is a bijection
{basic maximal rigid objects in CMR} ↔ {minimal models f : X → SpecR}.
Moreover,
(1) There is a one-to-one correspondence between summands of a maximal rigid object
and curves in the exceptional locus of the corresponding minimal model;
(2) The mutation graph of maximal rigid objects coincides with the simple flops graph
of the minimal models.
In particular, this theorem show that basic maximal rigid objects in CMR do exist
and further, there are finitely many such objects.
2.4. Derived Equivalences. It is a well known result of Rickard [R] that two k-algebras
Λ and Γ are derived equivalent if and only if there exists a tilting complex T ∈ Kb(projΛ)
such that EndKb(projΛ)(T ) ∼= Γ.
Definition 2.12. For a k-algebra Λ, we say a complex T ∈ Kb(projΛ) is tilting if:
(1) HomKb(projΛ)(T, T [n]) = 0 for all n 6= 0.
(2) The direct summands of T generate Kb(projΛ) as a triangulated category.
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The explicit equivalence constructed by Rickard is, in general, difficult to work with.
To obtain a more natural functor requires extra structure on the tilting complex.
Theorem 2.13. [Ke, 8.1.4] Suppose Λ and Γ are two rings and X is a complex of Γ-Λ-
bimodules. The following are equivalent:
(1) −⊗LΓ X : D(Γ)→ D(Λ) is an equivalence;
(2) −⊗LΓ X : K
b(projΓ)→ Kb(projΛ) is an equivalence;
(3) Viewing X as a complex of right Λ-modules;
(1) The map Γ → HomD(Λ)(X,X) induced by − ⊗
L
Γ X is an isomorphism and
further HomD(Λ)(X,X [n]) = 0 for n 6= 0.
(2) X is quasi-isomorphic to some complex T in Kb(projΛ).
(3) The direct summands of T generate Kb(projΛ) as a triangulated category.
In this case, X is called a two-sided tilting complex and it induces a standard equiva-
lence
RHomΛ(X,−) : D(Λ)→ D(Γ)
with inverse −⊗LΓX . Note that the conditions in part (3) ensure that any such X is quasi-
isomorphic to a tilting complex for Λ. Keller further showed that for any tilting complex
T ∈ Kb(projΛ), there exists a two-sided tilting complex T such that TΛ is quasi-isomorphic
to T [Ke, 8.3.1] and so there is a standard equivalence
RHomΛ(T,−) : D(Λ)→ D(Γ)
T 7→ Γ.
For each T , there may be many possibilities for T but the following shows that they are
all unique up to some algebra automorphism. In this way, we can say any tilting complex
T ∈ Kb(projΛ) induces a unique (up to automorphism) standard equivalence.
Proposition 2.14. [RZ, 2.3] Suppose that Λ and Γ are k-algebras and that T and T ′ are
two-sided tilting complexes for Λ with Γ := EndΛ(T ) ∼= EndΛ(T
′). Then TΛ ∼= T
′
Λ if and
only if there exists an automorphism α : Γ→ Γ such that
T ′ ∼= αΓ⊗Γ T
in the derived category of Γ-Λ bimodules.
As well as these general results about derived equivalences, we will also make use of
the following known result about derived equivalences of MMAs.
Theorem 2.15. [IW, 4.17, 6.14] Let SpecR be a complete local isolated cDV singularity
and suppose that M :=
n⊕
i=0
Mi ∈ CMR is a basic rigid object with M0 ∼= R. Writing
Λ := EndR(M), the following statements hold.
(1) For any i 6= 0, there is a tilting bimodule HomR(M,νiM) of projective dimension
one which gives rise to a standard equivalence
Gi := RHomΛ(HomR(M,νiM),−) : D
b(Λ)
∼=
−→ Db(EndR(νiM)).
(2) If further M is a maximal rigid object then, for any other maximal rigid object N ,
there is a tilting bimodule HomR(M,N) of projective dimension one which gives
rise to a standard derived equivalence
RHomΛ(HomR(M,N),−) : D
b(Λ)
∼=
−→ Db(EndR(N)).
We wish to study the derived equivalences coming from the geometry, namely the
Bridgeland-Chen flop functors (2.D) induced by flops. However, it is shown in [W, 4.2],
that, if M and νiM correspond to X and X
+ respectively, then Gi is functorially isomor-
phic to the inverse of the flop functor from (2.D). Thus, to study the flop functors, it is
equivalent to study the equivalences Gi between the MMAs.
As contraction algebras are symmetric by Theorem 2.6, it is well known that they have
no tilting modules and thus we have to look for tilting complexes of higher length. The
bijection of [AIR, 4.7] provides a method of construction for those of length two.
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Theorem 2.16. Let SpecR be a complete local isolated cDV singularity and suppose that
M :=
⊕n
i=0 ∈ CMR is a basic rigid object with M0
∼= R. Set Λcon := EndR(M) and, for
any i 6= 0, mutate M at Mi via the exchange sequence (2.B). Then the complex
P :=
(
HomR(M,Mi)
b∗i ◦−−−−→ HomR(M,Vi)
)
⊕
(
0→
⊕
j 6=i
HomR(M,Mj)
)
is a tilting complex for Λcon.
Proof. The exchange sequence (2.B) descends to a triangle
Mi
b∗i−→ Vi
d∗i−→ Ki →Mi
in CMR where d∗i is a minimal right add(M/Mi)-approximation by Lemma 2.7. An easy
check using thatM is rigid shows further that d∗i is a minimal right add(M)-approximation
and hence in the triangle
Mi
(
b∗i
0
)
−−−→ Vi ⊕M/Mi
(
d∗i 0
0 id
)
−−−−−−→ Ki ⊕M/Mi →Mi,
the map
(
d∗i 0
0 id
)
is a minimal right add(M)-approximation of νiM := Ki⊕M/Mi. Thus,
by the bijection of [Au, 2.16] (a generalisation of [AIR, 4.7]), the complex P is a silting
complex. As [AI, 2.8] shows any silting complex for a symmetric algebra is in fact tilting,
and Λcon is symmetric by Theorem 2.6, this completes the proof. 
Remark 2.17. It is further known that EndKb(projΛcon)(P )
∼= EndR(νiM) and thus Λcon
and EndR(νiM) are derived equivalent [Du, 4.1, 5.5]. However, we will not use this and
will actually recover this result in §3.
Although the complex P is tilting, it has no two-sided structure and hence to obtain a
standard equivalence, and so understand the derived equivalences of a contraction algebra,
we must lift P to a two-sided tilting complex.
3. Standard Equivalences of Contraction Algebras
In this section, we explicitly construct standard equivalences between contraction al-
gebras which then, in later sections, we will understand how to compose. For this, we
require the following setup where 3.1(2) is our key new object.
Suppose that SpecR is a complete local isolated cDV singularity and that M :=
n⊕
i=0
Mi ∈ CMR is a basic rigid object with M0 ∼= R. Recall from §2.2 that we can mutate
M at the summand Mi, where i 6= 0, via an exchange sequence,
0→Mi
bi−→ Vi
di−→ Ki → 0, (3.A)
to get νiM :=M/Mi ⊕Ki. Consider the following algebras:
Λ := EndR(M) Γ := EndR(νiM)
Λcon := EndR(M) Γcon := EndR(νiM).
Setup 3.1. With notation as above, set:
(1) Ti := HomR(M,νiM) which, by Theorem 2.15, is a Γ-Λ bimodule giving an equiv-
alence
−⊗LΓ Ti : D
b(Γ)→ Db(Λ);
(2) Ti := τ≥−1(Γcon ⊗
L
Γ Ti ⊗
L
Λ Λcon) which is a complex of Γcon-Λcon-bimodules.
Here, τ≥−1 is the truncation functor taking a complex
X := · · · → Xi−1
di−1
−−−→ Xi
di−→ Xi+1 → . . .
to the complex
. . . 0→ 0→ X−1/ Im(d−2)
d−1
−−→ X0
d0−→ X1 → . . . .
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Note that, if X has zero homology in degrees −2 and lower, there is a quasi-isomorphism
X → τ≥−1X .
In section 3.2, we will establish the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. With the setup of 3.1, there is an isomorphism
Γcon ⊗
L
Γ Ti
∼= Ti ⊗Λcon ΛconΛ
in the derived category of Γcon-Λ-bimodules. Consequently, there is a commutative diagram
D(Λcon) D(Λ)
D(Γcon) D(Γ)
−⊗ΛconΛcon
−⊗ΓconΓcon
−⊗LΓconTi −⊗
L
ΓTi (3.B)
where the functor on the right hand side is an equivalence.
In section 3.3, the above will be used to prove the following, which shows that Ti is in
fact a two-sided tilting complex, inducing an equivalence between contraction algebras.
Corollary 3.3. With the set up of 3.1, the functor − ⊗LΓcon Ti : D
b(Γcon) → D
b(Λcon) is
an equivalence.
3.1. One-sided Results. To establish the isomorphism of Theorem 3.2 in the category
of bimodules, we first need to establish the isomorphism as complexes of Λ-modules. The
general idea is to show that both Γcon⊗
L
Γ Ti and Ti are quasi-isomorphic to the Λcon-tilting
complex P from Theorem 2.16. As the proofs of the following three results are largely
computational, most are moved to the appendix.
Proposition 3.4. In the setup of 3.1, Γcon ⊗
L
Γ Ti
∼= PΛ in D
b(Λ), where P is as in
Theorem 2.16. In particular, the homology of Γcon⊗
L
Γ Ti is isomorphic as right Λ-modules
to 

HomR(M,νiM) in degree 0;
HomR(M,ΩKi) in degree -1;
0 elsewhere.
Proof. The first statement is A.2, proved in the appendix. For the second statement it is
enough to show the homology of
HomR(M,Mi)
bi◦−−−−→ HomR(M,Vi)
is HomR(M,Ki) in degree 0 and HomR(M,ΩKi) in degree −1. This is shown at the
beginning of the proof of A.12. 
As well as giving the explicit terms of Γcon ⊗
L
Γ Ti, Proposition 3.4 can further be used
to find an explicit form for Ti.
Proposition 3.5. Under the setup of 3.1, Ti ∼= P in D
b(Λcon), where P is as in Theorem
2.16.
Proof. In A.14, a complex P of projective Λ-modules is constructed which is isomorphic
to P in Db(Λ). Moreover, for any summand Mj of M , it is easily checked there is an
isomorphism
HomR(M,Mj)
∼= HomR(M,Mj)⊗Λ Λcon
and thus it is clear, using the explicit form of P, that
P ⊗LΛ Λcon
∼= P⊗Λ Λcon ∼= P ⊕ P [3]
in Db(Λcon). Combining this with Proposition 3.4, there are isomorphisms
Γcon ⊗
L
Γ Ti ⊗
L
Λ Λcon
∼= P ⊗LΛ Λcon
∼= P ⊕ P [3],
all in Db(Λcon). Applying τ≥−1 to both sides, using that P has non-zero terms only in
degrees 0 and −1, gives the result. 
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Corollary 3.6. Under the setup of 3.1, Γcon⊗
L
ΓTi
∼= Ti⊗ΛconΛconΛ in D
b(Λ). In particular,
the vector space dimension of the homologies of Ti and Γcon ⊗
L
Γ Ti agree in each degree,
and are finite dimensional.
Proof. By Propositions 3.4 and 3.5, both Γcon⊗
L
Γ Ti and Ti⊗Λcon ΛconΛ are isomorphic to
the the complex PΛ = P ⊗Λcon ΛconΛ in D
b(Λ). Since −⊗Λcon ΛconΛ preserves homology,
the second statement then follows easily. 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.2. Recall from Corollary 3.6 that Γcon⊗
L
ΓTi and Ti⊗ΛconΛconΛ
have the same finite dimensional homology in each degree (which is zero outside of degrees
0 and −1). Therefore, to prove Theorem 3.2, it is enough to show there is a map in the
derived category of Γcon-Λ-bimodules between these two complexes which is injective on
homology.
Suppose
Q := · · · → Q−3
d−3
−−→ Q−2
d−2
−−→ Q−1
d−1
−−→ Q0 → 0 (3.C)
is a complex of Γcon-Λ-bimodules, projective as Λ-modules, which is quasi-isomorphic to
Γcon ⊗
L
Γ Ti. For example, taking the Cartan-Eilenberg resolution of Γcon ⊗
L
Γ Ti in the
derived category of Γcon - Λ bimodules would suffice.
Since the Qi are projective as Λ-modules, the complex Γcon ⊗
L
Γ Ti ⊗
L
Λ Λcon is simply
· · · → Q−3 ⊗Λ Λcon
d−3⊗id
−−−−−→ Q−2 ⊗Λ Λcon
d−2⊗id
−−−−−→ Q−1 ⊗Λ Λcon
d−1⊗id
−−−−−→ Q0 ⊗Λ Λcon → 0.
There are natural maps ∂i : Qi → Qi ⊗Λ Λcon given by q 7→ q ⊗ 1 and these induce
a map of complexes Q → Q ⊗Λ Λcon. Composing this map with the natural map from
Q⊗Λ Λcon to the truncation τ≥−1(Q ⊗Λ Λcon) gives the following map of complexes:
. . . Q−3 Q−2 Q−1 Q0 0
. . . Q−3 ⊗Λ Λcon Q−2 ⊗Λ Λcon Q−1 ⊗Λ Λcon Q0 ⊗Λ Λcon 0
. . . 0 0 Q−1⊗ΛΛconIm(d−2⊗id) Q0 ⊗Λ Λcon 0.
d−3 d−2 d−1
d−3⊗id d−2⊗id d−1⊗id
d−1⊗id
∂−3 ∂−2 ∂−1 ∂0
By construction, this is a map Γcon ⊗
L
Γ Ti → Ti ⊗Λcon ΛconΛ in the derived category of
Γcon-Λ bimodules. Thus, to prove Theorem 3.2, we show the induced maps on homology,
Hi(∂i), are injective for i = 0,−1.
To do this we will make the assumption that for i = 0,−1,
QiI ∩Ker(di) = (Ker(di))I (3.D)
where I is the two-sided ideal of Λ such that Λcon = Λ/I (namely, I consists of the endo-
morphisms of M factoring through addR). This holds trivially when i = 0 and is proved
below in Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 for the case i = −1.
With assumption (3.D), take q + Im(di−1) ∈ H
i(Q) to be in the kernel of Hi(∂i) (or
equivalently such that q ⊗ 1 ∈ Im(di−1 ⊗ id)). Then, for some pj ∈ Qi−1 and fj ∈ Λ,
q ⊗ 1 =
(
di−1 ⊗ id
)(∑
j
(pj ⊗ fj)
)
=
∑
j
(di−1(pj)⊗ fj)
= di−1
(∑
j
pjfj
)
⊗ 1.
Thus, q − di−1(
∑
j
pjfj) ∈ QiI ∩Ker(di) and so, by assumption (3.D),
q − di−1
(∑
j
pjfj
)
=
∑
k
qkλk
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for some qk ∈ Ker(di), λk ∈ I. By Proposition 3.4, there are isomorphisms of Λ-modules
φi : H
i(Q)→
{
HomR(M,νiM) if i = 0
HomR(M,ΩKi) if i = −1,
and since the φi are Λ-module homomorphisms,
φi
(∑
k
qkλk + Im(di−1)
)
=
∑
k
φi
(
qk + Im(di−1)
)
λk.
It is clear that HomR(M,νiM) and HomR(M,ΩKi) are both annihilated on the right by
I and hence each of the terms φi(qk + Im(di−1))λk must be zero since λk ∈ I. Thus,
φi(
∑
k
qkλk + Im(di−1)) = 0 and hence, as φi is an isomorphism,
∑
k
qkλk ∈ Im(di−1).
This in turn shows that q ∈ Im(di−1) and so the map on homology is injective.
Thus all that remains to prove Theorem 3.2 is to verify assumption (3.D) in the case
i = −1.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose · · · → Pi−2
δi−2
−−−→ Pi−1
δi−1
−−−→ Pi
δi−→ Pi+1 → . . . is a complex of
projective right Λ-modules and that I is the two-sided ideal of Λ such that Λcon = Λ/I. If
TorΛ2 (Pi+1/ Im(δi),Λcon) = 0, then
(Ker(δi))I = PiI ∩Ker(δi).
Proof. First of all, note that the inclusion (Ker(δi))I ⊆ PiI ∩Ker(δi) is clear and so it is
enough to show
PiI ∩Ker(δi) ⊆ (Ker(δi))I.
There is an exact sequence
0→ Im(δi) →֒ Pi+1 → Pi+1/ Im(δi)→ 0.
Applying − ⊗Λ Λcon and using that Pi+1 is a projective Λ-module produces an exact
sequence
0→ TorΛ2 (Pi+1/ Im(δi),Λcon)→ Tor
Λ
1 (Im(δi),Λcon)→ 0
which, combined with the assumption in the statement, implies that TorΛ1 (Im(δi),Λcon) =
0. Thus, applying −⊗Λ Λcon to the exact sequence
0→ Ker(δi) →֒ Pi
δi−→ Im(δi)→ 0
produces an exact sequence
0→ Ker(δi)⊗Λ Λcon →֒ Pi ⊗Λ Λcon
δi⊗1−−−→ Im(δi)⊗Λ Λcon → 0.
Now choose p ∈ PiI ∩ Ker(δi). Then p⊗ 1 belongs to Ker(δi) ⊗Λ Λcon and maps to zero
in Pi⊗Λ Λcon. Since the map is injective, this implies p⊗ 1 is zero in Ker(δi)⊗Λ Λcon and
hence p ∈ (Ker(δi))I, completing the proof. 
We next apply Lemma 3.7 to Q in (3.C) where, by Proposition 3.4,
P0/ Im δ−1 = Q0/ Im(d−1) ∼= H
0(Q) ∼= HomR(M,νiM).
With this in mind, the following completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 3.8. Under setup 3.1, TorΛ2 (HomR(M,νiM),Λcon) = 0.
Proof. We begin by constructing a projective resolution of Λcon as a left Λ-module. By
Proposition 2.3, there are exact sequences
0→M → Rn → ΩM → 0
0→ ΩM → Rn →M → 0
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for some n ∈ N arising from taking the syzygy of ΩM and M respectively. Applying
HomR(−,M) to these sequences, using that M is rigid and splicing yields the exact
sequence
0→ HomR(M,M)→ HomR(R
n,M)→ HomR(R
n,M)→ HomR(M,M)→ Ext
1
R(ΩM,M)→ 0
where all the terms except Ext1R(ΩM,M)
∼= HomR(M,M) are projective left Λ-modules.
Call this resolution P.
Now TorΛ2 (HomR(M,νiM),Λcon) is the homology in degree−2 of HomR(M,νiM)⊗ΛP
and thus, to show that it is zero, it is enough to show that(
HomR(M,νiM)⊗Λ P
)
−2
∼= HomR(M,νiM)⊗Λ HomR(R
n,M) = 0
or equivalently, that HomR(M,νiM)⊗Λ HomR(R,M) = 0.
Take f ⊗ g ∈ HomR(M,νiM) ⊗Λ HomR(R,M). Then, since R is a summand of M ,
there are maps i : R → M and p : M → R given by inclusion and projection such that
p ◦ i = id. Therefore,
f ⊗ g = f ⊗ g ◦ (p ◦ i) = f ⊗ (g ◦ p) ◦ i = f ◦ g ◦ p⊗ i = 0
as f ◦g ◦p factors through R. Thus HomR(M,νiM)⊗ΛHomR(R,M) = 0 as required. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
3.3. Proof of Corollary 3.3. In this subsection we will prove that the functor
−⊗LΓcon Ti : D
b(Γcon)→ D
b(Λcon)
is an equivalence. By Theorem 2.13, combined with [Ke2, 6.3], it is enough to show that:
(a) The map Γcon → HomD(Λcon)(Ti,Ti) induced by − ⊗
L
Γcon
Ti is an isomorphism and
further HomD(Λcon)(Ti,Ti[n]) = 0 for n 6= 0.
(b) Ti is quasi-isomorphic to a complex T ∈ K
b(projΛcon).
(c) The direct summands of T generate Kb(projΛcon) as a triangulated category.
By Proposition 3.5, Ti ∼= P in D
b(Λcon) where P is the tilting complex for Λcon from
Theorem 2.16. Thus, conditions (b), (c) and the latter part of (a) are satisfied. The
following lemma uses the commutative diagram (3.B) to show the first part of condition
(a) also holds.
Lemma 3.9. In the set up of 3.1, the map Γcon → HomD(Λcon)(Ti,Ti) induced by −⊗
L
Γcon
Ti
is an isomorphism.
Proof. The commutative diagram (3.B) of Theorem 3.2 induces a commutative diagram
EndD(Λcon)(Ti) EndD(Λ)(TiΛ)
EndD(Γcon)(Γcon) EndD(Γ)(ΓconΓ)
β
γ
α δ
where α is the map in the statement and δ is an isomorphism since −⊗LΓ Ti is an equiv-
alence. Moreover, γ is an isomorphism since Γcon is a Γcon-module. Thus, δ ◦ γ is an
isomorphism and so β must be surjective.
Now, the restriction and extension of scalars adjunction gives an isomorphism of vector
spaces,
EndD(Λ)(TiΛ) ∼= HomD(Λcon)(Ti ⊗
L
Λ Λcon,Ti). (3.E)
By Proposition 3.5, Ti ∼= P in D
b(Λcon) and A.14 constructs a complex of projective
Λ-modules P quasi-isomorphic to P . Using the explicit form of P, it is easy to calculate
that P⊗Λ Λcon ∼= P ⊕ P [3] exactly as in Proposition 3.5 and hence
Ti ⊗
L
Λ Λcon
∼= P ⊗LΛ Λcon
∼= P⊗Λ Λcon ∼= P ⊕ P [3].
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This gives vector space isomorphisms,
EndD(Λ)(Ti) ∼= HomD(Λcon)(P ⊕ P [3], P ) (using (3.E))
∼= HomD(Λcon)(P, P ) (using that P is tilting)
∼= EndD(Λcon)(Ti). (using P
∼= Ti in D
b(Λcon))
Since β is a surjective morphism of algebras between isomorphic finite dimensional vector
spaces, it must therefore be an isomorphism. Thus, as β,γ and δ are isomorphisms, α
must also be. 
This lemma and the discussion above show −⊗LΓcon Ti gives an equivalence D
b(Γcon)→
Db(Λcon) as required. 
Remark 3.10. In particular, the results of this section show that for any basic rigid object
M ∈ CMR, the algebras EndR(M) and EndR(νiM) are derived equivalent, recovering
the result [Du, 5.5]. Moreover, as we provide the two-sided tilting complex Ti, and hence
a standard equivalence between the algebras, we can think of our results as a two-sided
version of both [Du, 5.5] and Theorem 2.16.
4. Composition for Contraction Algebras
Given two minimal models related by a simple flop, the previous section constructed
an explicit standard derived equivalence between the associated contraction algebras. In
this section, we will use the additional structure of an associated hyperplane arrangement
to understand what happens to these standard equivalences under composition.
4.1. Deligne Groupoid Preliminaries. For this description of the Deligne Groupoid
we follow [HW]. Given a real simplicial hyperplane arrangement H, construct an oriented
graph XH, called the oriented skeleton graph of H, which has a vertex for each chamber
and an arrow v → w if the corresponding chambers are separated by a codimension one
wall.
A positive path of length n is then a formal symbol
p = anan−1 . . . a1
such that there exist vertices v0, v1, . . . , vn and arrows ai : vi−1 → vi. The source and
target of such a p are defined to be s(p) := v0 and t(p) := vn respectively. A positive path
p is minimal if there is no positive path with the same endpoints that has shorter length.
Positive minimal paths are called atoms.
There is an equivalence relation ∼ on the set of positive paths in XH given as the
smallest equivalence relation satisfying:
(1) If p ∼ q then s(p) = s(q) and t(p) = t(q).
(2) If p and q are two atoms starting and ending at the same point then p ∼ q.
(3) If p ∼ q, then upr = uqr for all positive paths u and r with t(r) = s(p) = s(q)
and s(u) = t(p) = t(q).
Write [p] for the equivalence class of a positive path p.
Definition 4.1. Let PathH(v, w) := {[p] | s(p) = v, t(p) = w}. The category G
+
H is defined
to have the vertices of XH as objects and the PathH(v, w) as morphisms. The Deligne
Groupoid of H, denoted GH, is then defined to be the groupoid completion of G
+
H; that is,
the objects are the same as for G+H but a formal inverse is added for each morphism.
We will sometimes need to consider paths in XH which are not necessarily positive;
namely, we consider formal symbols
p = aǫnn a
ǫn−1
n−1 . . . a
ǫ1
1
where ǫi ∈ {−1, 1} and there exists vertices v0, v1, . . . , vn and arrows ai satisfying
(1) if ǫi = 1, then ai is an arrow vi−1 → vi;
(2) if ǫi = −1, then ai is an arrow vi → vi−1.
We think of a−1i as travelling backwards along the arrow ai : vi → vi−1.
The following key theorem shows that the vertex groups of GH are all isomorphic and
depend only on the structure of H.
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Theorem 4.2. [P1],[S] (see [P2, 2.1]) If H is a simplicial hyperplane arrangement, then
for each chamber v of H, there is an isomorphism HomGH(v, v)
∼= π1(C
n\HC) where HC
is the complexification of H.
4.2. Strategy and Result for MMAs. For any minimal model of a complete local
isolated cDV singularity, there is an associated real hyperplane arrangement, the details
of which can be found in [W, §5].
Setup 4.3. Let SpecR be a complete local isolated cDV singularity and choose a basic
maximal rigid object M :=
n⊕
i=0
Mi ∈ CMR where M0 ∼= R. Associated to M as in [W, §5],
there is a hyperplane arrangement HM ⊂ R
n whose chambers are labelled by the minimal
models of SpecR and hence by the maximal rigid objects of CMR using Theorem 2.11.
To ease notation, we will denote a chamber in HM by CN if N is the correspond-
ing maximal rigid object. The following theorem shows that HM also encodes how the
maximal rigid objects are related by mutation.
Theorem 4.4. [W, 6.9(5)] Under the setup of 4.3, the oriented skeleton graph XHM is
isomorphic to the double of the mutation graph of maximal rigid objects in CMR.
As a consequence of this, given any two basic maximal rigid objects M,N ∈ CMR,
there is an isomorphism between XHM and XHN which fixes the maximal rigid objects.
Further, each chamber CN of HM has n codimension one walls and, by Theorem 4.4,
crossing a wall from CN is equivalent to mutating N at an indecomposable summand. We
will abuse notation and denote an arrow CN → CL in XHM by si if L
∼= νiN . Note that
our choice of indexing on the summands of M fixes the indexing on any other maximal
rigid object via mutation and so si is well defined.
Example 4.5. Suppose f : X → SpecR is a minimal model of a complete local isolated
cDV singularity SpecR whose hyperplane arrangement is as below. If M is the maximal
rigid object associated to f , then by writing νin . . .νi1M as Min...i1 , the chambers are
labelled as shown.
M
M1
M21
M121
M2121∼=M1212
M212
M12
M2
ϑ1
ϑ2
ϑ1 + ϑ2
ϑ1 + 2ϑ2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s1
s1
s2
s2
s1
s1
s2
s2
This results in the oriented skeleton graph shown on the right. Notice that the two paths
s1s2s1s2 and s2s1s2s1 starting in CM and traversing clockwise and anti-clockwise respec-
tively to CM1212 are both atoms, and hence are identified in the Deligne Groupoid.
Since HM is a simplicial hyperplane arrangement [DW3, 3.8], there is an associated
Deligne Groupoid GHM whose vertex groups are all isomorphic to π1(C
n\HC) by Theorem
4.2. We will also associate to SpecR the groupoid F, whose vertices are the maximal rigid
objects in CMR and whose morphisms are
HomF(M,N) := {standard derived equivalences EndR(M)→ EndR(N)}.
As in [HW], our strategy to provide a faithful group action on the derived category of
a contraction algebra is to construct a faithful functor
Φ: GHM → F.
Then it immediately follows that there is an injective group homomorphism
π1(C
n\HC)→ Auteq(D
b(EndR(N))
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for any maximal rigid object N . To define such a functor, it is natural to set Φ(CN ) := N
but then for each arrow si : N → νiN we need to choose an equivalence between the
corresponding derived categories.
Notation 4.6. Suppose that SpecR is a complete local isolated cDV singularity and that
N :=
n⊕
i=0
Ni ∈ CMR is a basic maximal rigid object with N0 ∼= R. If i 6= 0, consider the
following algebras:
Λ := EndR(N), Λcon := EndR(N), Γ := EndR(νiN), and Γcon := EndR(νiN).
Additionally, define
(1) Ti := HomR(N,νiN)
(2) Ti := τ≥−1(Γcon ⊗
L
Γ Ti ⊗
L
Λ Λcon)
which induce functors
Db(Λcon) D
b(Λ)
Db(Γcon) D
b(Γ)
−⊗ΛconΛcon
−⊗ΓconΓcon
Fi:=RHomΛcon (Ti,−) Gi:=RHomΛ(Ti,−)
which are equivalences by Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 2.15 with inverses F−1i := −⊗
L
Γcon
Ti
and G−1i := −⊗
L
Γ Ti. This diagram commutes by Theorem 3.2.
Remark 4.7. Note that we will abuse notation by using Fi to refer to any equivalence
Db(EndR(N))→ D
b(EndR(νiN))
constructed as in §3, regardless of the choice of maximal rigid object N . Similarly, Gi
will refer to any standard equivalence between MMAs induced by a tilting bimodule of
the form HomR(N,νiN).
With this notation, we define Φ: GH → F by mapping the arrow si : N → νiN to the
corresponding standard equivalence Fi. This construction will yield a functor between the
groupoids if and only if equivalent paths in XHM give isomorphic functors. In particular,
the equivalences Fi must satisfy the relations on paths in the Deligne Groupoid. To check
this, we need to be able to understand compositions of these functors. For the Gi, this is
already known.
Theorem 4.8. [HW, 4.6] Under the setup of 4.3, write Λ := EndR(M) and mutate M
m times to get
N := νimνim−1 . . .νi1M.
This defines a positive path sim . . . si1 : CM → CN in XHM . If this path is an atom then
Gim ◦ · · · ◦Gi1 ≃ RHomΛ(HomR(M,N),−).
Remark 4.9. (1) Although [HW] only prove the above result for NCCRs (or equivalently,
when the corresponding minimal model is smooth) the proof works with no modifications
for MMAs.
(2) The proof in [HW] heavily relies on using a partial order on the set
{HomR(M,N) | N ∈ CMR is maximal rigid}
of tilting bimodules. More generally, for a rigid object M it is not known whether every
element of the set
{HomR(M,N) | N ∈ CMR is obtained from M by iterated mutation}
is a tilting bimodule. If this were to hold, the proof of our Theorem 4.8 would work in
this more general setting, and the results of this paper would also generalise to statements
about rigid objects, rather than just maximal rigid objects.
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4.3. Result for Contraction Algebras. The main result of this section will be to prove
the analogue of Theorem 4.8 for contraction algebras. For this, the following two technical
lemmas are required.
Lemma 4.10. In the setup of 4.3, write Λ := EndR(M) and Λcon := EndR(M). Then the
homology of Λcon ⊗
L
Λ Λcon is zero outside degrees −3 and 0. In degree 0, it is isomorphic
as a Λcon-Λcon bimodule to Λcon.
Proof. By Lemma A.4, Λcon has a projective resolution as a right Λ-module of the form
0→ Λ→ HomR(M,R
n)→ HomR(M,R
n)→ Λ→ 0.
Applying −⊗Λ Λcon gives
0→ Λcon → 0→ 0→ Λcon → 0
and this shows Hi(Λcon ⊗
L
Λ Λcon) = 0 if i 6= 0,−3. To obtain the homology as bimodules
in degree 0, note that it is isomorphic as Λcon-Λcon-bimodules to Tor
Λ
0 (Λcon,Λcon)
∼=
Λcon ⊗Λ Λcon. Using the tensor-hom adjunction, there is an isomorphism of Λcon- Λcon
-bimodules
HomΛ(Λcon, DΛcon) ∼= D(Λcon ⊗Λ Λcon)
where D := Homk(−, k). Since Λcon is finite dimensional, applying the duality D on both
sides gives
Λcon ⊗Λ Λcon ∼= DHomΛ(Λcon, DΛcon).
Finally, by repeatedly using that Λcon is a symmetric algebra by Proposition 2.6, there
are isomorphisms of Λcon-Λcon bimodules
H0(Λcon ⊗
L
Λ Λcon)
∼= Λcon ⊗Λ Λcon ∼= DHomΛ(Λcon,Λcon) ∼= DΛcon ∼= Λcon. 
Lemma 4.11. Suppose that ∆ is a ring and Λcon is the contraction algebra of some
minimal model of a complete local isolated cDV singularity. Let X be a complex of ∆-
Λcon-bimodules whose homology vanishes in degrees other than −1, 0 and 1. Then,
τ≥−1(X ⊗Λcon Λcon ⊗
L
Λ Λcon)
∼= X
in the derived category of ∆− Λcon-bimodules.
Proof. First note that since the homology vanishes above degree 1, τ≤1(X) is quasi-
isomorphic to X and so we can assume Xi = 0 for all i > 1 by instead considering
the truncation. Now, for any complex Y of Λcon-Λcon-bimodules, there is a triangle
τ<−1(Y )→ Y → τ≥−1(Y )→ τ<−1(Y )[1].
Taking Y := Λcon⊗
L
Λ Λcon, Lemma 4.10 identifies τ<−1(Y ) and τ≥−1(Y ) as complexes in a
single degree, and so gives a triangle
M [3]→ Λcon ⊗
L
Λ Λcon → Λcon →M [4]
where M is some Λcon-Λcon bimodule.
Now apply the functor X⊗LΛcon −, followed by the truncation functor τ≥−1. Since both
are exact functors, this results in a triangle
τ≥−1(X ⊗
L
Λ M [3])→ τ≥−1(X ⊗
L
Λcon Λcon ⊗
L
Λ Λcon)→ τ≥−1(X)→ τ≥−1(X ⊗
L
ΛM [4])
in the derived category of ∆-Λcon-bimodules. As Xi = 0 for all i > 1 and M is a module,
(X ⊗LΛM)i = 0 for all i > 1 as well. Thus,
τ≥−1(X ⊗
L
Λ M [3])
∼= 0 ∼= τ≥−1(X ⊗
L
Λ M [4]).
Further as X has vanishing homology in degrees other than −1, 0 and 1, it is clear
τ≥−1(X) ∼= X giving the required result. 
The following is the main technical result of this section.
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Theorem 4.12. Under the setup of 4.3, write Λ := EndR(M) and Λcon := EndR(M).
Mutate M m times to get
N := νimνim−1 . . .νi1M.
This defines a positive path α := sim . . . si1 : CM → CN in XHM . If this path is an atom
then, writing Γ := EndR(N) and Γcon := EndR(N),
Fim ◦ · · · ◦ Fi1 ≃ RHomΛcon (τ≥1
(
Γcon ⊗
L
Γ HomR(M,N)⊗
L
Λ Λcon
)
,−).
Proof. We begin by setting notation. For 1 ≤ j ≤ m− 1, define Γj := EndR(νij . . .νi1M)
and Γjcon := EndR(νij . . .νi1M). Further, with Tij and Tij as in notation 4.6, set
Tα := Tim ⊗
L
Γmcon
Tim−1 ⊗
L
Γm−1con
· · · ⊗LΓ2con Ti2 ⊗
L
Γ1con
Ti1 (4.A)
and
Tα := Tim ⊗
L
Γn Tim−1 ⊗
L
Γm−1 · · · ⊗
L
Γ2 Ti2 ⊗
L
Γ1 Ti1 (4.B)
so that F−1i1 ◦· · ·◦F
−1
im
∼= −⊗LΓconTα and G
−1
i1
◦· · ·◦G−1im
∼= −⊗LΓTα. Then the commutative
diagram (3.B) shows that
G−1i1 ◦ · · · ◦G
−1
im
◦ (−⊗Γcon ΓconΓ)
∼= (−⊗Λcon ΛconΛ) ◦ F
−1
i1
◦ · · · ◦ F−1im
and inserting Γcon into both functors gives an isomorphism
Tα ⊗Λcon Λcon
∼= Γcon ⊗
L
Γ Tα (4.C)
in the derived category of Γcon-Λ-bimodules.
By Theorem 4.8, Tα ∼= HomR(M,N) as Γ-Λ-bimodules and hence Tα is a tilting
module of projective dimension one by Theorem 2.15. Thus the right hand side of (4.C)
has nonzero homology in at most degrees −1 and 0. This shows Tα also has nonzero
homology in at most degrees −1 and 0, as the tensor with Λcon does not change the
homology.
Now, applying −⊗LΛ Λcon to both sides gives an isomorphism
Tα ⊗Λcon Λcon ⊗
L
Λ Λcon
∼= Γcon ⊗
L
Γ HomR(M,N)⊗
L
Λ Λcon
in the derived category of Γcon-Λcon-bimodules. Thus, applying the truncation τ≥−1 and
Lemma 4.11 gives
Tα
∼= τ≥−1
(
Γcon ⊗
L
Γ HomR(M,N)⊗
L
Λ Λcon
)
in the derived category of Γcon-Λcon-bimodules, completing the proof. 
Corollary 4.13. Suppose that SpecR is a complete local isolated cDV singularity with
maximal rigid object M ∈ CMR and associated hyperplane arrangement H. Then there
is a well defined functor
Φ: GH → F
which sends a chamber CN to N and an arrow si : N → νiN to the standard equivalence
Fi (as in notation 4.6). In particular, for any contraction algebra Λcon, there is a group
homomorphism
π1(C
n\HC)→ Auteq(D
b(Λcon))
where HC is the complexification of H.
Proof. It is enough to show that for any two atoms α,β : CL → CN , we have that
Φ(α) ∼= Φ(β). Viewing α and β as paths in XHL via the isomorphism in the remark after
Theorem 4.4, applying Theorem 4.12 in that setting gives the desired result. 
We will return to this result in §6 where we will further show that the functor is
faithful. For now, note that the relations from the Deligne Groupoid in fact imply that
the Fi satisfy higher length braid relations.
Corollary 4.14. With notation as above, then there is a functorial isomorphism
. . . Fj ◦ Fi ◦ Fj︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
∼= . . . Fi ◦ Fj ◦ Fi︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
(4.D)
for some m with 2 ≤ m ≤ 8.
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Proof. By Theorem 4.12, traversing one way round a codimension two wall is functorially
isomorphic to traversing the other way round, so this establishes (4.D) for some m. The
fact 2 ≤ m ≤ 8 follows from the bound for flops in [DW3, §1]. 
Another corollary of Theorem 4.12 is the following analogue of Theorem 2.15(2) in the
case of contraction algebras; namely, it provides a direct standard equivalence between
any two contraction algebras.
Corollary 4.15. Let SpecR be a complete local isolated cDV singularity and suppose that
M,N ∈ CMR are two maximal rigid objects. Writing Λ := EndR(M), Λcon := EndR(M),
Γ := EndR(N) and Γcon := EndR(N) there is a standard derived equivalence
RHomΛcon(τ≥1
(
Γcon ⊗
L
Γ HomR(M,N)⊗
L
Λ Λcon
)
,−) : Db(Λcon)→ D
b(Γcon).
Proof. Given two maximal rigid objects M,N ∈ CMR, there must be an atom between
their corresponding chambers in the hyperplane arrangement HM . Applying Theorem
4.12 to this atom gives the required functor. 
5. Two-Term Tilting Complexes
Given any two maximal rigid objects M,N ∈ CMR, Corollary 4.15 gives an explicit
standard derived equivalence between their contraction algebras. In this section we show
that these derived equivalences are precisely the derived equivalences induced by two-term
tilting complexes.
5.1. Background. Throughout this section, let A be a finite dimensional symmetric
algebra.
Remark 5.1. Many of the results cited here are originally stated for silting complexes;
a weaker notion than tilting. However, our assumption that A is symmetric means that
silting and tilting are equivalent [AI, 2.8].
The set of tilting complexes for A comes with a partial order [AI] which allows us to
define two-term tilting complexes.
Definition 5.2. Let P and Q be tilting complexes for A.
(1) If HomKb(projA)(P,Q[i]) = 0 for all i > 0, then we say P ≥ Q. Further, we write
P > Q if P ≥ Q and P ≇ Q.
(2) P is called two-term if A ≥ P ≥ A[1], or equivalently by [A, 2.9], if the terms of P
are zero in every degree other than 0 and −1.
We will write 2-tiltA for the set of two-term tilting complexes for A. The link with
maximal rigid objects arises from the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3. [AIR, 4.7] Let C be a Hom-finite, Krull-Schmidt, 2-CY triangulated cat-
egory and M be a basic maximal rigid object of C. If A := EndC(M) is a symmetric
algebra, there is a bijection
{basic maximal rigid objects in C} ←→ 2-tiltA.
which preserves the number of summands.
Tilting complexes have a notion of mutation, defined similarly to that of maximal rigid
objects.
Definition 5.4. [AI, 2.31] Let P ∈ Kb(projΛ) be a basic tilting complex for A, and write
P :=
n⊕
i=1
Pi where each Pi is indecomposable. Consider a triangle
Pi
f
−→ P ′ → Qi → Pi[1]
where f is a minimal left add(P/Pi)-approximation of Pi. Then µi(P ) := P/Pi ⊕ Qi is
also a tilting complex, known as the left mutation of P with respect to Pi.
Further, the partial order can determine when two complexes are related by a single
mutation.
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Theorem 5.5. [AI, 2.35] If P and Q are basic tilting complexes for A, then the following
are equivalent:
(1) Q = µi(P ) for some summand Pi of P .
(2) P > Q and there is no tilting complex T such that P > T > Q.
[AIR, 3.9] Further, if P,Q ∈ 2-tiltA then the second condition can be replaced with:
(2’) P > Q and they differ by exactly the ith summand.
The last point shows that a pair of two-term tilting complexes are connected by a
simple mutation if and only if they differ by exactly one indecomposable summand. As
the same is true for maximal rigid objects in C, it is easy to see the bijection of Theorem
5.3 preserves mutation and hence the mutation graphs of both sets of objects will be the
same [AIR, 4.8].
5.2. New Results. We now return to the setting of complete local isolated cDV singu-
larities. Recall that under the setup of 4.3, there exists some hyperplane arrangement
HM with oriented skeleton graph XHM . In Corollary 4.13, we associated to any arrow
si : N → νiN in XHM a standard derived equivalence Φ(si) = Fi, and hence to any pos-
itive path a derived equivalence between the starting and ending contraction algebras as
follows.
Notation 5.6. Under the setup of 4.3, choose a positive path α := sim . . . si1 starting
in chamber CN . Let ναN := νim . . .νi1N and write Λcon := EndR(N) and Γcon :=
EndR(ναN). Consider
(1) Fα := Fim ◦ · · · ◦ Fi1 = RHomΛcon (Tα,−) : D
b(Λcon) → D
b(Γcon), where Tα is
defined as in (4.A).
(2) µαΛcon := µim . . .µi1Λcon.
Remark 5.7. In this notation, Φ(α) = Fα, where Φ is the functor from Corollary 4.13
and further, if α is an atom then, by Theorem 4.12 applied to HN ,
Tα
∼= τ≥1
(
Γcon ⊗
L
Γ HomR(N,ναN)⊗
L
Λ Λcon
)
. (5.A)
By Proposition 2.14, tilting complexes for Λcon induce a unique (up to algebra auto-
morphism) standard derived equivalence and so we can compare the derived equivalence
induced by µαΛcon to Fα. When the path is of length one, suppose that νiN is obtained
via the exchange sequence
0→ Ni
bi−→ Vi
di−→ Ki → 0.
Then Proposition 3.5 shows that Ti is isomorphic to the tilting complex
P :=
(
HomR(N,Ni)
bi◦−−−−→ HomR(N, Vi)
)
⊕
(
0→
⊕
j 6=i
HomR(N,Nj)
)
,
in Db(Λcon) and hence Fi is induced by P . Now P is clearly two-term and further, as it
differs from Λcon := EndR(N) by exactly one summand, Theorem 5.5 shows that P must
be µiΛcon. Thus, Fi is precisely the equivalence (up to algebra automorphism) induced
by µiΛcon. The following shows this holds more generally for longer positive paths.
Proposition 5.8. [Au, 3.8] Under the setup of 4.3, choose a basic maximal rigid object
N in CMR and let α := sim . . . si1 be a positive path in XHM starting at N . Writing
Λcon := EndR(N) and Γcon := EndR(ναN), the following hold.
(1) Fα(µαΛcon) ∼= Γcon in D
b(Γcon).
(2) Tα ∼= µαΛcon in D
b(Λcon).
Our goal is to determine which paths correspond to the two-term tilting complexes.
Lemma 5.9. Under the setup of 4.3, choose a chamber CN and let Λcon := EndR(N). If
T := µim . . .µi1Λcon is a two-term tilting complex for Λcon, then the path α := sim . . . si1
starting in chamber CN must be an atom.
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Proof. We prove this by induction on m. When m = 1 this is clear as any path of length
one must be an atom.
Now assume m ≥ 2 and let β := sim−1 . . . si1 . By Theorem 5.5, we have
Λcon > µβΛcon > T
and hence, as T is two-term,
Λcon > µβΛcon > T ≥ Λcon[1]
so that µβΛcon is also two-term. Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, β is an atom. Let us
suppose that α is not. By [HW, 5.1], there exists an atom γ such that β ∼ simγ. As the
assignment α 7→ Fα was shown in Corollary 4.13 to give a functor GH → F, it must be
that Fβ ∼= Fsimγ and hence
µβΛcon ∼= Tβ ∼= Timγ
∼= µimγΛcon
using part (2) of Proposition 5.8. This shows that T := µimµβΛcon
∼= µimµimµγΛcon.
Using Theorem 5.5 and that T is two-term,
Λcon > µγΛcon > µimµγΛcon > T ≥ Λcon[1] (5.B)
and hence µγΛcon is a two-term complex. But µγΛcon and T differ by at most one
summand as T is obtained by mutating at the same summand twice. If they do not differ
at all then
µγΛcon ∼= T
which provides a contradiction as µγΛcon > T from (5.B). If they differ by exactly one
summand then
T ∼= µimµγΛcon
∼= µβΛcon
by Theorem 5.5 which also provides a contradiction since µβΛcon > T , also by Theorem
5.5. Hence, as we reach a contradiction in all cases, α must be an atom. 
Theorem 5.10. Under the setup of 4.3, choose a basic maximal rigid object N ∈ CMR,
and let Λcon := EndR(N). Then there is a bijection
{atoms starting in CN} −→ 2-tiltΛcon,
sending an atom α to the tilting complex µαΛcon.
Proof. We first need to check this map is well defined, namely:
(1) If α ∼ β, then µαΛcon ∼= µβΛcon;
(2) For any atom α, µαΛcon is a two-term tilting complex.
The first statement follows easily from Corollary 4.13, where the assignment α → Fα is
shown to yield a functor from the Deligne Groupoid to the groupoid F. Indeed, if α ∼ β,
then Fα ∼= Fβ and hence, using part (2) of Proposition 5.8
µαΛcon ∼= Tα ∼= Tβ ∼= µβΛcon.
For the second part, note that, since α is an atom, Theorem 4.12 shows Tα is zero outside
degrees 0 and −1 and hence has zero homology outside these degrees as well. Then, using
µαΛcon ∼= Tα as above,
HomKb(projΛcon)(Λcon,µαΛcon[i])
∼= HomDb(Λcon)(Λcon,Tα[i])
= Hi(Tα) = 0 if i 6= 0,−1.
Hence, HomKb(projΛcon)(Λcon,µαΛcon[i]) = 0 for all i > 0 and so Λcon ≥ µαΛcon. Similarly,
using [A, 2.7] and that Λcon is symmetric, there is an isomorphism
HomKb(projΛcon)(µαΛcon,Λcon[i+ 1])
∼= DHomKb(projΛcon)(Λcon[i+ 1],µαΛcon)
which leads to isomorphisms
HomKb(projΛcon)(µαΛcon,Λcon[i+ 1])
∼= DHomDb(Λcon)(Λcon[i+ 1],Tα)
= DH−(i+1)(Tα) = 0 if i 6= 0,−1.
This shows that µαΛcon ≥ Λcon[1]. Combining these gives that Λcon ≥ µαΛcon ≥ Λcon[1]
and hence µαΛcon is a two-term tilting complex, as required.
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Next we show the map is bijective. Recall from Theorem 5.3 that two-term tilting
complexes are in bijection with maximal rigid objects in CMR and hence with chambers
in HM (of which there are finitely many). Further it is clear that atoms starting in a
given chamber are also in bijection with the chambers. Hence,
#{atoms starting in CN} = #2-tiltΛcon
and so it is enough to show the given map is surjective.
As there are finitely many two-term complexes for Λcon, [A, 3.5] shows that any two-
term complex can be obtained from Λcon by iterated left mutation. So given any P ∈
2-tiltΛcon, P ∼= µαΛcon for some positive path α starting in CN . Lemma 5.9 shows that
α must be an atom. In particular, α maps to P under the given map, and so it is
surjective. 
Corollary 5.11. In the set up of 4.3, choose a basic maximal rigid object N , and let
Λcon := EndR(N). Then standard equivalences from D
b(Λcon) induced by two-term tilting
complexes of Λcon are precisely (up to algebra automorphism) the Fα given by atoms α in
XHM starting in chamber CN .
Proof. The bijection in Theorem 5.10 shows that the atoms starting in chamber CN
correspond precisely to the two-term tilting complexes for Λcon. Given such an atom α,
combining Proposition 5.8 and Proposition 2.14 then shows that Fα is the unique (up to
algebra automorphism) standard equivalence induced by µαΛcon. 
Example 5.12. Continuing Example 4.5, the left hand diagram shows all the atoms
starting in chamber CM . The two going to the opposite chamber are identified in GH.
Writing Λin...i1 := EndR(Min...i1), Corollary 5.11 shows that the functors on the right
hand side are all induced by two-term tilting complexes and further, they are the only
standard equivalences from Db(Λcon) (up to algebra automorphism) which are induced by
two-term tilting complexes.
CM
Db(Λcon)
Db(Λ1)
Db(Λ12)
Db(Λ121)
Db(Λ1212)
Db(Λ212)
Db(Λ12)
Db(Λ2)
F1
Fα
∼=
F2
◦F
1
◦F
2
◦F
1
F2
Finally, the following shows we can view the results of this section as a two-sided
improvement of the bijection of Theorem 5.3.
Corollary 5.13. In the set up of 4.3, choose a basic maximal rigid object N , and let
Λcon := EndR(N). Given an atom α : N → ναN , the bimodule complex (5.A) is isomor-
phic in Db(Λcon) to the two-term tilting complex P of Λcon associated to ναN via Theorem
5.3. Then,
EndΛcon (P )
∼= EndR(ναN)
so that, in this case, the bijection of Theorem 5.3 preserves endomorphism rings.
Proof. By Proposition 5.8, (5.A) is isomorphic in Db(Λcon) to µαΛcon, which is two-term
by Theorem 5.10. As the bijection of Theorem 5.3 preserves mutation, this shows µαΛcon
is precisely the two-term tilting complex associated to ναN , completing the proof of the
first statement. Now, by Proposition 5.8, Fα(µαΛcon) ∼= EndR(ναN) and so using that
Fα is an equivalence gives the second statement. 
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6. Faithfulness
In this section we show the functor from Corollary 4.13 is in fact faithful by adapting
the strategy used in [HW, §6]. By [HW, 2.11], this problem can be immediately reduced
to checking the functor is faithful on positive paths. In particular, if α,β are positive
paths with Φ(α) ∼= Φ(β) (or equivalently Fα ∼= Fβ in the notation of 5.6), then we need
to show α ∼ β. For this, we need an effective way of telling when two positive paths are
equivalent, for which we will use the Deligne Normal Form.
6.1. Deligne Normal Form. As with the Deligne groupoid, our description of the
Deligne normal form will follow [HW]. Take a hyperplane arrangement H and its ori-
ented skeleton graph XH. For positive paths p, q in XH with s(p) = s(q), we say p begins
with q if there exists a positive path r such that s(r) = t(q), t(r) = t(p) and p ∼ rq. For
a positive path p let Begin(p) denote the set of all atoms with which p begins.
Lemma 6.1. [P2, 2.2] For each positive path p in XH, there exists a unique (up to the
relations) atom α such that Begin(p) = Begin(α).
Definition 6.2. Take p to be any positive path in XH and let α1 be the unique atom such
that Begin(p) = Begin(α1). Then p begins with α1 and so there exists a positive β such
that
p ∼ βα1.
Continuing this process with β, we decompose p as
p ∼ αn . . .α1.
which we refer to as the Deligne normal form of p.
If p and q are positive paths with Deligne normal forms αn . . .α1 and βm . . .β1 re-
spectively, it is clear that p ∼ q if and only if n = m and αi ∼ βi for each i.
Lemma 6.3. [HW, 5.1] If p ∼ αn . . .α1 is in Deligne normal form then for each k ∈
{2, . . . , n}, αk must start (up to relations) by crossing the wall that αk−1 crosses through
last.
Example 6.4. Continuing Example 4.5 the positive path
p = s1s2s1s2s1
starting in chamber CM has Deligne normal form (s1)(s2s1s2s1). Although (s2s1s2s1)
doesn’t appear to end with s1, under the relations it is equivalent to (s1s2s1s2) which
clearly does.
6.2. Tracking Simples. The key idea of this section is that it is possible to compute the
Deligne Normal Form of a positive path α by tracking where the functor Fα sends simple
modules.
Notation 6.5. Under the setup of 4.3, given any basic maximal rigid object N :=
n⊕
i=0
Ni,
the contraction algebra Λcon := EndR(N) has n simple modules. We will abuse notation
and denote these as S1, . . . , Sn, where the projective cover of Si is HomR(N,Ni). Note
that each Si is also a simple module when considered as a module over Λ := EndR(N)
and if we wish to view Si in that way, we will write it as (Si)Λ
The following technical lemma will be used repeatedly.
Lemma 6.6. Under setup 4.3, let N ∈ CMR be a basic maximal rigid object and write
Λ := EndR(N) and Λcon := EndR(N). Suppose that X is a Λ-module, and Y ∈ D
b(Λcon)
is such that
X [n] ∼= Y ⊗Λcon (Λcon)Λ
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in Db(Λ). Then, X is a Λcon-module and X ∼= Y [−n] in D
b(Λcon).
Proof. Since −⊗Λcon (Λcon)Λ is an exact functor, it preserves cohomology and hence there
is an isomorphism of Λ-modules
φi : H
i(X [n])→ Hi(Y )
for all i ∈ Z. When i = −n this gives an isomorphism
φ : X → H−n(Y ).
But as H−n(Y ) is a Λcon-module, it is annihilated by I, where Λcon ∼= Λ/I. Hence, if
f ∈ I, and x ∈ X , then
φ(x.f) = φ(x).f = 0
and hence, as φ is an isomorphism, x.f = 0. Thus, X is annihilated by I and so is a
Λcon-module. If i 6= −n the above shows that the homology of Y in degree i is zero and
hence
Y [−n] ∼= H−n(Y ) ∼= X
in Db(Λcon) as required. 
Recall that associated to any arrow si : N → νiN in XHM , there are equivalences Fi
and Gi as in notation 4.6. For a positive path α := sim . . . si1 , Fα and Gα will denote
the composition of the corresponding functors, as in notation 5.6. Further, Tα will be the
two-sided tilting complex inducing Gα, defined as in (4.B). The following known result
tracks simple modules through the Gα.
Lemma 6.7. [HW, §5] Under the setup of 4.3, let α : CL → CN be an atom in XHM .
Writing Λ := EndR(L) and Γ := EndR(N), the following statements hold.
(1) G−1α ((Si)Γ)
∼=
{
TorΓ1 (Si, Tα)[1] if α ends (up to relations) with si;
Si ⊗Γ Tα otherwise.
(2) If α ends (up to relations) with si, then there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that
Sj →֒ Tor
Γ
1 (Si, Tα) and α starts (up to relations) with sj.
The commutative diagram (3.B) allows us to prove the corresponding result for con-
traction algebras.
Corollary 6.8. Under the setup of 4.3, let α : CL → CN be an atom in XHM . Writing
Λ := EndR(L) and Γ := EndR(N), then
F−1α (Si)
∼=
{
TorΓ1 (Si, Tα)[1] if α ends (up to relations) with si;
Si ⊗Γ Tα otherwise.
Proof. The commutative diagram (3.B) shows that
F−1α (Si)⊗Λcon (Λcon)Λ
∼= G−1α ((Si)Γ).
Combining Lemmas 6.7 and 6.6 then gives the result. 
The following technical lemma is needed for the main result of this section.
Lemma 6.9. Under the setup of 4.3, let N ∈ CMR be a basic maximal rigid object and
let Λcon := EndR(N). Suppose that X ∈ modΛcon is nonzero.
(1) If Ext≥pΛcon (Si, X) = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then Ext
≥p
Λcon
(−, X) = 0.
(2) ExtiΛcon (−,Λcon) = 0 if i ≥ 1.
(3) HomΛcon(X,Λcon) 6= 0.
Proof. (1) Choose Y ∈ modΛcon. We need to show that Ext
≥p
Λcon
(Y,X) = 0. Filtering Y
by simple modules, an easy induction on the length of Y establishes the result.
(2) Λcon is a symmetric algebra by Proposition 2.6, and thus is self injective.
(3) Since Λcon is a symmetric algebra there is an isomorphism
HomΛcon(X,Λcon)
∼= Homk(X, k)
for all X ∈ modΛcon [Br, 2.7]. As Homk(−, k) : modΛcon → modΛ
op
con is a duality, the
statement follows.

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The following is the main technical result of this section and it mirrors [BT, 3.1] and
[HW, 6.3].
Proposition 6.10. Under the setup of 4.3, let α : CL → CN be a positive path in XHM
with Deligne normal form α = αk . . .α1. Writing Λcon := EndR(L) and Γcon := EndR(N),
then the following statements hold.
(1) Ext≥k+1Γcon (−, Fα(Λcon)) = 0.
(2) ExtkΓcon(Si, Fα(Λcon)) 6= 0 if and only if αk ends (up to relations) with si.
(3) max{p | ExtpΓcon(
n⊕
i=1
Si, Fα(Λcon)) 6= 0} = k.
Proof. Part (3) is clearly a consequence of the first two parts. We prove parts (1) and (2)
together using induction on k.
Base case: k = 1. There are two cases to consider, namely if α ends (up to relations)
with si or not. From now on, for ease of reading, we will omit the statement ‘up to
relations’.
(1) If α does not end with si, then by Corollary 6.8,
F−1α (Si)
∼= X
for some Λcon-module X . Then,
Ext≥1Γcon(Si, Fα(Λcon))
∼= Ext
≥1
Λcon
(F−1α (Si),Λcon)
∼= Ext
≥1
Λcon
(X,Λcon) = 0
where the last equality holds by part (2) of Lemma 6.9.
(2) If α ends with si, then by Corollary 6.8,
F−1α (Si)
∼= Y [1]
for some Λcon-module Y . Then,
Ext1Γcon(Si, Fα(Λcon))
∼= Ext1Λcon (F
−1
α (Si),Λcon)
∼= Ext1Λcon (Y [1],Λcon)
∼= HomΛcon (Y,Λcon) 6= 0
where the last part comes from Lemma 6.9(3). A similar calculation gives
Ext≥2Γcon(Si, Fα(Λcon))
∼= Ext
≥1
Λcon
(Y,Λcon) = 0
where again the last equality holds by part (2) of Lemma 6.9.
Combining the two cases shows part (2) of the result when k = 1. Further, it shows
that Ext≥2Γcon(Si, Fα(Λcon)) = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Applying Lemma 6.9(1) gives
Ext≥2Γcon(−, Fα(Λcon)) = 0, also proving part (1) for k = 1.
Inductive Step. We now assume that the result is true for all paths with less than
or equal to k − 1 Deligne factors. Write α = αkβ where β := αk−1 . . .α1. Write ∆con
for the contraction algebra associated to the chamber at the end of β. By the inductive
hypothesis,
Ext≥k∆con(−, Fβ(Λcon)) = 0 (6.A)
and further, Extk−1∆con(Si, Fβ(Λcon)) 6= 0 if and only if β ends with si. Again, we consider
two cases.
(1) If αk does not end with si, then by Corollary 6.8,
F−1αk (Si)
∼= X
for some ∆con-module X . Then,
Ext≥kΓcon(Si, Fα(Λcon))
∼= Ext
≥k
∆con
(F−1αk (Si), Fβ(Λcon))
∼= Ext
≥k
∆con
(X,Fβ(Λcon))
= 0
where the last equality holds by the inductive hypothesis (6.A).
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(2) If αk ends with si, then by Corollary 6.8,
F−1αk (Si)
∼= Y [1]
where Y := TorΓ1 (Si, Tα) is a ∆con-module . Then
Ext≥k+1Γcon (Si, Fα(Λcon))
∼= Ext
≥k
∆con
(Y, Fβ(Λcon)) = 0,
again using the inductive hypothesis (6.A). Further,
ExtkΓcon(Si, Fα(Λcon))
∼= Extk−1∆con(Y, Fβ(Λcon))
and so it suffices to show that Extk−1∆con(Y, Fβ(Λcon)) 6= 0. As Y := Tor
Γ
1 (Si, Tα), Lemma
6.7(2) shows there exists a simple module Sj of ∆con such that Sj →֒ Y and αk starts
with sj . Applying Hom∆con(−, Fβ(Λcon)) to the short exact sequence
0→ Sj → Y → Y/Sj → 0,
gives a long exact sequence
· · · → Extk−1∆con(Y, Fβ(Λcon))→ Ext
k−1
∆con
(Sj , Fβ(Λcon))→ Ext
k
∆con(Y/Sj , Fβ(Λcon))→ . . .
where the last term is zero by the inductive hypothesis (6.A). Since αk starts with sj ,
Lemma 6.3 shows β must also end with sj otherwise α would not be in Deligne form.
Thus, by the inductive hypothesis,
Extk−1∆con(Sj , Fβ(Λcon)) 6= 0
and hence by the exact sequence, Extk−1∆con(Y, Fβ(Λcon)) 6= 0, completing the proof. 
Corollary 6.11. The functor Φ from Corollary 4.13 is a faithful functor.
Proof. This follows exactly as in [HW, 6.5] or [BT, 3.1]. 
The following is an immediate consequence of Corollary 6.11 and is the main result of
this section.
Corollary 6.12. Suppose SpecR is a complete local isolated cDV singularity and f : X →
SpecR is a minimal model with hyperplane arrangement H in Cn and associated contrac-
tion algebra Λcon. Then there is an injective group homomorphism
π1(C
n\HC)→ Auteq(D
b(Λcon))
where HC is the complexification of H.
This shows the group structure of the autoequivalences from compositions of flop func-
tors (which is shown to be π1(C
n\HC) in [HW, 6.7]) is the same as the group structure of
the autoequivalences from compositions of the Fi. Thus, the symmetry group coming from
the geometry can be seen by studying the derived category of the contraction algebras,
giving evidence towards the conjecture [Au, 1.3] of Donovan–Wemyss.
7. Visualising the Derived Equivalence Class
In this final section, we first show show the hyperplane arrangement HM from Setup
4.3 can be constructed from the two-term tilting theory of a contraction algebra. Then
we combine the main results of this paper with the author’s previous work [Au] to obtain
a full picture of the derived equivalence class of a contraction algebra.
Throughout the paper, we have used HM to obtain results about the contraction al-
gebras. We now show that, if we know that a given algebra is a contraction algebra of
some complete local isolated cDV singularity, then the associated hyperplane arrangement
can be constructed just from its derived category. Recall that if A is a finite dimensional
k-algebra with indecomposable projective modules P1, . . . , Pn, then the g-vector of a com-
plex
P :=
n⊕
i=1
P bii →
n⊕
i=1
P aii
is defined as g(P ) := (ai − bi)
n
i=1 ∈ R
n.
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Theorem 7.1. Suppose that Λcon is a contraction algebra of a minimal model of SpecR
for some complete local isolated cDV singularity SpecR.
(1) The g-vectors of two-term tilting complexes of Λcon determine a simplicial hyper-
plane arrangement H whose chambers are labelled by the basic two-term tilting
complexes of Λcon and whose oriented skeleton graph is the double of the mutation
graph of two-term tilting complexes. Moreover, this hyperplane arrangement is the
same as that of the minimal model corresponding to Λcon.
(2) The group π1(C
n\HC) acts faithfully on D
b(Λcon).
(3) The group π1(C
n\HC) is isomorphic to the group formed by flop functors of min-
imal models of SpecR, their compositions and inverses.
Proof. Choose M :=
⊕n
i=0Mi ∈ CMR to be a basic maximal rigid object such that
Λcon ∼= EndR(M).
(1) We wish to show that, if for each two-term tilting complex P ∈ Kb(projΛcon) we set
CP := {
n∑
i=1
ϑi
( n∑
j=1
g(Pi)jej
)
| ϑi > 0 ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n} ⊂ R
n,
then these define the chambers of a a simplicial hyperplane arrangement. By the bijection
in Theorem 5.3, each P corresponds to a basic maximal rigid object N :=
⊕n
i=0Ni in
CMR with N0 ∼= R. For each 0 ≤ i ≤ n, [IW, 4.12] shows that there exists an exact
sequence
0→
n⊕
j=0
M
bij
j
fi
−→
n⊕
j=0
M
aij
j
gi
−→ Ni → 0. (7.A)
As M is rigid, applying HomR(M,−) to each sequence yields a projective resolution of
HomR(M,Ni) and hence, by [HW, 4.6(2)], the chamber associated to N in the hyperplane
arrangement HM is
CN = {
n∑
i=1
ϑi
( n∑
j=1
(aij − bij)ej
)
| ϑi > 0 ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n} ⊂ R
n
where ej is the j
th standard basis vector of Rn. However, the exact sequences (7.A)
descend to the triangles
n⊕
j=1
M
bij
j
fi
−→
n⊕
j=1
M
aij
j
gi
−→ Ni
in CMR which shows that, under the bijection of Theorem 5.3 (see [AIR, 4.7] for the
details), Ni corresponds to the two-term complex
n⊕
j=1
HomR(M,Mj)
bij −→
n⊕
j=1
HomR(M,Mj)
aij .
However, by assumptionNi corresponds to Pi and so we deduce that g(Pi) = (aij−bij)
n
j=1.
Thus, CP = CN and so, as the CN sweep out the chambers of a simplicial hyperplane
arrangement, so do the CP . Finally, as the mutation graph of maximal rigid objects in
CMR is the same as the mutation graph of two-term tilting complexes by the comments
after Theorem 5.5, the fact the oriented skeleton graph is the double of the mutation
graph of two-term tilting complexes follows from Theorem 4.4.
(2), (3) As the hyperplane arrangement determined by the two-term tilting complexes of
Λcon is simply HM by part (1), part (2) follows from Corollary 6.12 and part (3) follows
from [HW, 6.7].

Given a contraction algebra Λcon of a complete local isolated cDV singularity SpecR,
let H be the hyperplane arrangement determined by two-term tilting complexes. By
Theorem 7.1, this matches the hyperplane arrangementHM for some maximal rigid object
M ∈ CMR such that Λcon ∼= EndR(M). In particular, the chambers of H naturally
correspond to maximal rigid objects and paths correspond to the derived equivalences
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Fα. Further, by Theorem 4.4, the oriented skeleton graph of H is the double of the
mutation graph of maximal rigid objects. The latter object was studied in [Au] and we
now combine the results from there with the results from this paper to obtain the following
summary theorem. For clarity, note that if an arrow si is assigned the functor Fi, the
path corresponding to travelling along this arrow backwards, namely s−1i , is assigned the
functor F−1i .
Theorem 7.2. Given a contraction algebra Λcon of a complete local isolated cDV singu-
larity SpecR, let H be the hyperplane arrangement determined by two-term tilting com-
plexes. Choosing a maximal rigid object M ∈ CMR such that Λcon ∼= EndR(M), then the
following hold.
(1) The only basic algebras in the derived equivalence class of Λcon are the contraction
algebras of SpecR; or equivalently, the endomorphism algebras of two-term tilting
complexes of Λcon. In particular, there are finitely many such algebras.
(2) Any standard derived equivalence (up to algebra automorphism) from Λcon is ob-
tained as Fα for a (not necessarily positive) path α in XH starting at CM where
Fα is as in notation 5.6. In particular, all standard derived equivalences are the
composition of two-term tilts and their inverses.
(3) If α,β : CM → CN are two paths, then Fα ∼= Fβ if and only if α ∼ β in the
Deligne Groupoid. In other words, the Fi satisfy precisely the Deligne Groupoid
relations.
(4) The standard autoequivalences of Db(Λcon) are determined precisely (up to algebra
automorphism) by paths CM → CN in the mutation graph, where N satisfies
EndR(N)
∼= Λcon.
(5) For any atom α : CM → CN , the two-sided tilting complex giving Fα is given in
Corollary 4.15.
(6) The atoms starting at CM determine precisely (up to algebra automorphism) the
standard equivalences induced by two-term tilting complexes of Λcon.
Proof. The first statement of part (1) is [Au, 4.12] while the second follows as the bijection
between maximal rigid objects and two-term tilting complexes preserves endomorphism
rings by Corollary 5.13. Part (2) is [Au, 3.15]. Part (3) follows from Corollary 6.11,
while part (4) is a special case of (2). Part (5) is Corollary 4.15 and part (6) is Corollary
5.11. 
In this way, the mutation graph of maximal rigid objects (or equivalently of two-term tilt-
ing complexes of Λcon) can be viewed as a ‘picture’ of the derived equivalence class; the
contraction algebras (the basic members of the equivalence class) sit at the vertices and
paths determine all standard derived equivalences. Using the Deligne Groupoid, which
is also completely determined by the two-term tilting complexes of Λcon, we are further
able to control the composition of these equivalences and thus obtain a complete under-
standing of the members of the derived equivalence class and of the standard equivalences
between them. In particular, part (6) of Theorem 7.2 allows us to determine all the
autoequivalences of a contraction algebra and the relations between them.
Remark 7.3. Using part (6) of Theorem 7.2, we would like to say the injective group
homomorphism
π1(C
n\HC)→ Auteq(D
b(Λcon))
from Corollary 6.12 is almost surjective in the sense that it hits every standard equivalence
(up to automorphism). This might allow us to obtain a similar result to that of [M,
4.4]; determining the group of standard equivalences (up to algebra automorphism) as a
semi-direct product. However, for a maximal rigid object M , the object ΩM is another
maximal rigid object with the same stable endomorphism algebra asM . In particular, each
contraction algebra appears at least twice in our ‘picture’ of the derived equivalence and
thus some autoequivalences are obtained as paths between their corresponding vertices,
rather than as a loop at a single vertex. This shows the need for the groupoid picture
when visualising the derived equivalence class.
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Appendix A. Tracking Through Derived Equivalences
This appendix is devoted to proving some of the technical results referred to in the
proofs of §3.1.
Recall that for a complete local isolated cDV singularity SpecR, the category of max-
imal Cohen-Macaulay modules, denoted CMR, is a Krull-Schmidt Frobenius category.
Further, by Proposition 2.3, the stable category CMR is a k-linear, Hom-finite, Krull-
Schmidt, 2-Calabi-Yau triangulated category whose shift functor is given by the inverse
syzygy functor Ω−1, which satisfies Ω2 ∼= id. In particular, for any M,N ∈ CMR there
are isomorphisms
Ext1R(M,ΩN)
∼= HomR(M,N)
∼= Ext1R(ΩM,N)
which we will use freely throughout.
Setup A.1. Let SpecR be a complete local isolated cDV singularity and choose a basic
rigid object M :=
n⊕
i=0
Mi ∈ CMR with M0 ∼= R. Write Λ := EndR(M). Choosing i 6= 0
and mutating at Mi via the exchange sequence
0→Mi
bi−→ Vi
di−→ Ki → 0 (A.A)
we obtain νiM :=M/Mi ⊕Ki and Γ := EndR(νiM). Further, we set Λcon := EndR(M)
and Γcon := EndR(νiM).
By Theorem 2.15, the Γ-Λ bimodule T := HomR(M,νiM) induces an equivalence
RHomΛ(T,−) : D
b(Λ)→ Db(Γ) (A.B)
with inverse given by − ⊗LΓ T . The purpose of this section is to track Γcon ∈ D
b(Γ) back
through this equivalence.
Theorem A.2 (Theorem A.13). With the set up of A.1, there is an isomorphism
Γcon ⊗
L
Γ T
∼=
(
0→
⊕
j 6=i
HomR(M,Mj)
)
⊕
(
HomR(M,Mi)
bi−→ HomR(M,Vi)
)
in Db(Λ).
To set notation, consider the following.
(1) The projective Λ-modules are Pi := HomR(M,Mi) for i = 0, . . . , n.
(2) The projective Λcon-modules are Ai := HomR(M,Mi) for i = 1, . . . , n.
(3) The projective Γ-modules are Qj := HomR(νiM,Mj) for j = 0, . . . , n and j 6= i,
and Qi := HomR(νiM,Ki).
(4) The projective Γcon-modules are Bj := HomR(νiM,Mj) for j = 1, . . . , n and
j 6= i, and Bi := HomR(νiM,Ki).
To prove Theorem A.2, we being by tracking projective Γ-modules through the equivalence
(A.B).
Lemma A.3. Under the equivalence (A.B),
Qj ⊗
L
Γ T
∼=
{
Pj if j 6= i
HomR(M,Ki) if j = i
.
Proof. Since Qj is a projective Γ-module, Qj ⊗
L
Γ T
∼= Qj ⊗Γ T and so it is enough to show
HomR(νiM,N)⊗Γ HomR(M,νiM) ∼= HomR(M,N)
for any indecomposable summand N of νiM . For such a summand, the map
HomR(νiM,N)⊗Γ HomR(M,νiM)→ HomR(M,N)
f ⊗ g 7→ f ◦ g
is easily shown to have an inverse given by h 7→ pr ⊗ i ◦ h where pr : νiM → N and
i : N → νiM are the natural projection and inclusion maps. 
Using Lemma A.3, Γcon-modules can be tracked back through the equivalence (A.B)
if their projective resolution as a Γ-module can be computed. The following lemma helps
with this.
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Lemma A.4. Suppose that N is a basic rigid object in CMR with R ∈ add(N) and that
Nj ≇ R is an indecomposable summand of N . If n = rk(Nj) + rk(ΩNj), then there is a
projective resolution of HomR(N,Nj) as an EndR(N)-module of the form
0→ HomR(N,Nj)→ HomR(N,R
n)→ HomR(N,R
n)→ HomR(N,Nj)→ 0.
Proof. Given Nj , Proposition 2.3 shows there are exact sequences
0→ ΩNj → R
n → Nj → 0 (A.C)
0→ Nj → R
n → ΩNj → 0 (A.D)
which come from taking the syzygy of Nj and ΩNj respectively. Using that R is injective
in CMR to get Ext1R(N,R) = 0, applying HomR(N,−) to (A.C) gives the exact sequence
0→ HomR(N,ΩNj)→ HomR(N,R
n)→ HomR(N,Nj)→ HomR(N,Nj)→ 0.
Similarly, since N is rigid in CMR, applying HomR(N,−) to (A.D) gives the exact se-
quence
0→ HomR(N,Nj)→HomR(N,R
n)→ HomR(N,ΩNj)→ 0.
Splicing these two together gives the required result. 
To prove Theorem A.2, it will be enough to track each Bj through the equivalence
(A.B). We start with the case when j 6= i.
Lemma A.5. Under the setup of A.1, when j 6= i, Bj ⊗
L
Γ T
∼= Aj in D
b(Λ).
Proof. By Lemma A.4 there is a projective resolution of Bj as a Γ-module of the form
0→ Qj → Q
nj
0 → Q
nj
0 → Qj → 0.
Applying − ⊗Γ T term by term to this complex will give Bj ⊗
L
Γ T but, by Lemma A.3,
this is precisely
0→ Pj → P
nj
0 → P
nj
0 → Pj → 0
which is a projective resolution of Aj as a Λ module by Lemma A.4. Thus, Bj ⊗
L
Γ T is
quasi-isomorphic to Aj and hence isomorphic in the derived category. 
To deal with the j = i case, we consider the exact sequences
0→ ΩKi
f ‘
−→ Rn
g‘
−→ Ki → 0 (A.E)
0→ Ki
f ′
−→ Rn
g′
−→ ΩKi → 0 (A.F)
coming from taking syzygies of Ki and ΩKi respectively.
Lemma A.6. Under the setup of A.1, the complex Bi ⊗
L
Γ T is isomorphic in D
b(Λ) to
0→ HomR(M,Ki)
f ′◦−
−−−→ HomR(M,R
n)
f◦g′◦−
−−−−−→ HomR(M,R
n)
g◦−
−−→ HomR(M,Ki)→ 0.
(A.G)
Proof. By Lemma A.4 the sequence
0→ Qi
f ′◦−
−−−→ Qn0
f◦g′◦−
−−−−−→ Qn0
g◦−
−−→ Qi → 0
is a Γ-projective resolution of Bi and thus to get Bi ⊗
L
Γ T , we can apply −⊗Γ T term by
term to this complex. By Lemma A.3 this is exactly (A.G). 
Lemma A.7. The homology of the complex Bi ⊗
L
Γ T is
(1) HomR(M,Ki) in degree 0;
(2) HomR(M,ΩKi) in degree -1;
(3) 0 elsewhere.
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Proof. By Lemma A.6, it is equivalent to compute the homology of (A.G). Applying
HomR(M,−) to (A.E) gives the exact sequence
0→ HomR(M,ΩKi)
f◦−
−−−→ HomR(M,R
n)
g◦−
−−→ HomR(M,Ki)→ Ext
1
R(M,ΩKi)→ 0
which shows
HomR(M,Ki)/ Im(g ◦ −) ∼= Ext
1
R(M,ΩKi)
∼= HomR(M,Ki).
This shows part (1). Since the sequence is exact
Ker(g ◦ −) = Im(f ◦ −) ∼= HomR(M,ΩKi)
and further, Im(f ◦ g′ ◦ −) ∼= Im(g′ ◦ −) as f is injective. Thus,
Ker(g ◦ −)/ Im(f ◦ g′ ◦ −) ∼= HomR(M,ΩKi)/ Im(g
′ ◦ −) ∼= HomR(M,ΩKi)
where the last isomorphism comes from the exact sequence
0→ HomR(M,Ki)
f ′◦−
−−−→ HomR(M,R
n)
g′◦−
−−−→ HomR(M,ΩKi)→ Ext
1
R(M,Ki)→ 0
obtained by applying HomR(M,−) to the exact sequence (A.F). This sequence also shows
the complex (A.G) is exact elsewhere. 
Since the complex (A.G) has zero homology outside degrees −1 and 0, the complex
can be truncated to a quasi-isomorphic complex.
Corollary A.8. The complex Bi ⊗
L
Γ T is quasi-isomorphic to the truncated complex
0→ HomR(M,R
n)/ Im(f ◦ g′ ◦ −)
g◦−
−−→ HomR(M,Ki)→ 0. (A.H)
In particular, to prove Theorem A.2, we now only need to show the complexes (A.H)
and
HomR(M,Mi)
bi−→ HomR(M,Vi)
are quasi-isomorphic. To do this, we will construct a complex of projective Λ-modules
which is quasi-isomorphic to both. We start by finding projective resolutions of HomR(M,Ki)
and HomR(M,R
n)/ Im(f ◦ g′ ◦ −).
Lemma A.9. (1) The sequence
0→ HomR(M,Mi)
bi◦−−→ HomM (M,Vi)
di◦−−−−→ HomR(M,Ki)→ 0 (A.I)
is exact and so is a projective resolution of HomR(M,Ki) as a Λ-module.
(2) The sequence
0→ HomR(M,Mi)
bi◦−−→HomR(M,Vi)
f ′◦di◦−
−−−−−→ HomR(M,R
n)
f◦g′◦−
−−−−−→
f◦g′◦−
−−−−−→ HomR(M,R
n)→ HomR(M,R
n)/ Im(f ◦ g′ ◦ −)→ 0
is a projective resolution of HomR(M,R
n)/ Im(f ◦ g′ ◦ −) as a Λ-module.
Proof. (1) Applying HomR(M,−) to the exchange sequence (A.A) and using the rigidity
of M shows Ext1R(M,Mi) = 0 so that (A.I) is exact.
(2) The sequence
0→ HomR(M,Ki)
f ′◦−
−−−→ HomR(M,R
n)
f◦g′◦−
−−−−−→ HomR(M,R
n)
is exact using the proof of Lemma A.7. Taking the cokernel and splicing this sequence
with (A.I) gives the result.

To construct a projective complex quasi-isomorphic to the complex (A.H), we need
maps between the projective resolutions constructed in Lemma A.9. For this, the following
lemma is useful.
Lemma A.10. There exists maps s : Rn → Vi and x : ΩKi →Mi such that the following
diagram commutes.
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0 Mi Vi Ki 0
0 ΩKi R
n Ki 0
bi di
f g
x s id
Further, these maps give an exact sequence
0→ ΩKi
(
−f
x
)
−−−−→ Rn ⊕Mi
(s bi)
−−−−−→ Vi → 0. (A.J)
Proof. The map s exists because Rn is projective and di is a surjective map. Then the
map x exists using the universal property of kernels.
Viewing the rows of the commutative diagram as complexes, we get a map between
two exact complexes which therefore must be a quasi-isomorphism. Thus, the mapping
cone,
0→ ΩKi
(
−f
x
)
−−−−→ Rn ⊕Mi
(
−g 0
s bi
)
−−−−−−−→ Ki ⊕ Vi,
(id di)
−−−−−−→ Ki → 0.
is necessarily exact. In the commutative diagram below,
0 0 0 0
0 ΩKi R
n ⊕Mi Vi 0 0
0 ΩKi R
n ⊕Mi Ki ⊕ Vi Ki 0
0 0 0 Ki Ki 0
0 0 0 0
(
−f
x
)
(s bi) 0
(
−f
x
) (
−g 0
s bi
)
(id di)
0 0 id
id id
(
−di
id
)
(id di) id
the first, second and fourth columns are obviously exact while the third column is exact
as it is the mapping cone of the map:
0 Vi Vi 0
0 Ki Ki 0.
−id
id
−di di
Thus all the columns are exact and so we have a short exact sequence of complexes.
Considering the long exact sequence of homology associated to this short exact sequence
shows that the first row is exact since the second and third are. 
Lemma A.11. With notation as above, the chain map
HomR(M,Mi) HomR(M,Vi) HomR(M,R
n) HomR(M,R
n)⊕HomR(M,Mi) HomR(M,Vi)
0 0 0 HomR(M,R
n)/ Im(f ◦ g′ ◦ −) HomR(M,Ki)
bi◦− f
′
i◦di◦−
(
f◦g′◦−
−x◦g′◦−
)
(s◦− bi◦−)
g◦−
0 0 0 (pr 0) di◦−
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is a quasi-isomorphism where we write pr : HomR(M,R
n)→ HomR(M,R
n)/ Im(f ◦g′◦−)
for the natural surjection. In particular, Bi ⊗
L
Γ T is isomorphic in D
b(Λ) to the complex
in the top row.
Proof. First note that the diagram is a chain map because di ◦ bi = 0 and di ◦ s = g by
construction. Also, by Lemma A.9 and Lemma A.10, there is a double complex
HomR(M,Mi) 0
HomR(M,Vi) 0
HomR(M,R
n) HomR(M,Mi)
HomR(M,R
n) HomR(M,Vi)
HomR(M,R
n)/ Im(f ◦ g′ ◦ −) HomR(M,Ki)
0
0
x◦g′◦−
−(s◦−)
g◦−
bi◦−
f ′◦di◦−
f◦g′◦−
pr
0
0
bi◦−
di◦−
where the columns are acyclic. A standard result from homological algebra says the
total complex of a bounded double complex with acyclic columns is acyclic [We, 1.2.5].
However, the total complex of this double complex is precisely (up to ± signs on the
maps) the mapping cone of the given chain map and so the chain map must be a quasi-
isomorphism. The final statement then follows by combining this quasi-isomorphism with
that of Lemma A.8. 
Finally, it needs to be shown that the complex of projectives constructed in Lemma
A.11 is also quasi-isomorphic to
HomR(M,Mi)
bi−→ HomR(M,Vi).
Lemma A.12. The following chain map is a quasi-isomorphism.
HomR(M,Mi) HomR(M,Vi) HomR(M,R
n) HomR(M,R
n)⊕HomR(M,Mi) HomR(M,Vi)
0 0 0 HomR(M,Mi) HomR(M,Vi)
bi◦− f
′◦di◦−
(
f◦g′◦−
−x◦g′◦−
)
(s◦− bi◦−)
bi◦−
0 0 0 (0 pr) pr
Proof. Combining Lemma A.11 and Lemma A.7, the top complex has homology:
(1) HomR(M,Ki) in degree 0;
(2) HomR(M,ΩKi) in degree −1;
(3) 0 elsewhere.
The exchange sequence (A.A) induces a triangle
Mi
bi−→ Vi
di−→ Ki → ΩMi
in CMR. Applying HomR(M,−) and using rigidity of M gives an exact sequence
0→ HomR(M,ΩKi) −→ HomR(M,Mi)
bi◦−−→ HomR(M,Vi)
di◦−−−−→ HomR(M,Ki)→ 0
which shows the homology of the two complexes are the same. Thus, to prove the claim
it is enough to show the maps on homology are surjective in degrees 0 and −1.
In degree 0, the map
HomR(M,Vi)
pr
−→ HomR(M,Vi)→ HomR(M,Vi)/ Im(bi ◦ −)
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is the composition of two surjective maps and hence is surjective. Also, any map in the
image of
(
s ◦ − bi ◦ −
)
is clearly in the kernel of this map and so the map on homology
must be surjective.
In degree −1, take α : M → Mi such that bi ◦ α factors through add(R); that is,
α ∈ Ker(HomR(M,Mi)
bi◦−−−−→ HomR(M,Vi)). In particular, bi ◦ α = δ2 ◦ δ1 for some
δ1 : M → R
m and δ2 : R
m → Vi where m ∈ N. To show the map on homology is
surjective we need to show there exists φ : M → Rn and φ′ : M →Mi such that (φ, φ
′) is
in the kernel of
(
s ◦ − bi ◦ −
)
and pr(φ′) = pr(α).
Since Rm is projective, HomR(R
m,−) is exact and hence applying this to the exact
sequence (A.J) shows
HomR(R
m, Rn)⊕HomR(R
m,Mi)
(s ◦ − bi ◦ −)
−−−−−−−−−−→ HomR(R
m, Vi)
is surjective. Thus there exists β : Rm → Rn and γ : Rm →Mi such that
δ2 = s ◦ β+ bi ◦ γ.
This gives
bi ◦ α = s ◦ β ◦ δ1 + bi ◦ γ ◦ δ1
and so (−β ◦ δ1,α− γ ◦ δ1) belongs to the kernel of
HomR(M,R
n)⊕HomR(M,Mi)
(s ◦ − bi ◦ −)
−−−−−−−−−−→ HomR(M,Vi).
Moreover, since pr : HomR(M,Mi) → HomR(M,Mi) is the natural surjection, applying(
0 pr
)
to (−β ◦ δ1,α− γ ◦ δ1) gives
pr(α − γ ◦ δ1) = pr(α)
as γ◦δ1 factors through add(R). This shows the map on homology is surjective and hence
is an isomorphism and so completes the proof. 
We now have all the results required to prove Theorem A.2.
Theorem A.13 (Theorem A.2). With the set up of A.1, there is an isomorphism
Γcon ⊗
L
Γ T
∼=
(
0→
⊕
j 6=i
HomR(M,Mj)
)
⊕
(
HomR(M,Mi)
bi−→ HomR(M,Vi)
)
.
in Db(Λ).
Proof. Since Γcon ∼=
⊕n
j=1 Bj, it is enough to show
Bj ⊗
L
Γ T
∼= HomR(M,Mj)
when j 6= i, which holds by Lemma A.5 and
Bi ⊗
L
Γ T
∼= HomR(M,Mi)
bi−→ HomR(M,Vi)
which follows by combining Lemmas A.11 and A.12. 
Remark A.14. Note that in this process we have constructed a complex of projective
Λ-modules, which is quasi-isomorphic to(
0→
⊕
j 6=i
HomR(M,Mj)
)
⊕
(
HomR(M,Mi)
bi−→ HomR(M,Vi)
)
. (A.K)
In particular, when j 6= i take Pj to be the projective resolution
0→ HomR(M,Mj)→ HomR(M,R
nj )→ HomR(M,R
nj )→ HomR(M,Mj)→ 0.
of HomR(M,Mj) as a Λ-module, as in A.4. Further, set Pi to be the complex of projective
Λ-modules
0→ HomR(M,Mi)→ HomR(M,Vi)→ HomR(M,R
n)→ Hom(M,Rn ⊕Mi)→ HomR(M,Vi)→ 0,
constructed in A.11, which, by A.12, is quasi-isomorphic to
HomR(M,Mi)
bi◦−−−−→ HomR(M,Vi).
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Then P :=
n⊕
j=1
Pj is clearly quasi-isomorphic to (A.K). This is a tool useful for calculations
in the main paper.
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